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Summary

This master thesis is about the decision-making process regarding the Stavå

bridge. The main aim of the thesis is to find out what to do with the Stavå bridge.

Different aspects of the decision-making process are considered. Namely, the

organizational process of reassessing old structures, the socio-economics, and

the structural capacity. Various decision alternatives have been established. A

cost-benefit analysis has been carried out to find the cost of the alternatives. Sev-

eral of the decision alternatives could already at an early stadium be dismissed

because of the high costs.

Probabilistic methods were used to calculate the load-bearing capacity. In the

project work, it was found that the traffic loads are of great importance for the

safety of the bridge. The Norwegian rules on motor vehicles are used as a ba-

sis for the development of a site-specific load model. The load model takes the

number of vehicles into account. The capacity of two different cross-sections

has been assessed.

The calculations indicate that the probability of failure is too high. Based on the

findings, it is recommended to implement measures to reduce the probability

of failure. The socio-economic considerations indicate that to strengthen the

bridge is the cheapest alternative.
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Sammendrag

Denne masteroppgaven handler om beslutningsprosessen angående hva man

skal gjøre med Stavåbrua. Hovedmålet med oppgaven er å finne ut hva man skal

gjøre med Stavåbrua. Oppgaven tar ikke bare for seg på de rene konstrukjon-

stekniske vurderingene. Den inneholder også en samfunnsøkonomisk vurder-

ing og det organisatoriske aspektet knyttet til beslutningsprosessen er berørt.

Ulike besluttningslaternativer ble etablert. En samfunnøkonomisk kostnads-

nytte analyse ble gjennomført for å finne kostnadene av implementering av de

ulike alternativene. Mange av alternative kunne allerede på et tidlig stadium bli

forkastet grunnet høye kostnader.

Lastkapasitietsberegningene er gjennomført med probabilistiske regnemetoder.

I den innledende prosjektoppgaven ble det funnet at trafikklasten er av stor be-

tydning for bruas sikkerhet. En egenutviklet lastmodell som er basert på forskrift

om bruk av kjøretøy er brukt. Lastmodellen tar hensyn til antall kjøretøy som

kjører over brua. Kapasiteten til to ulike tverrsnitt har blitt vurdert.

Beregningene antyder at sannsynligheten for brudd er for høy. Det burde derfor

iverksettes tiltak for å redusere bruddsannsynligheten. De samfunnsøkonomiske

beregningene antyder at å forsterke brua er den mest kostnadseffektive måten å

redusere bruddsannsynligheten.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

The Stavå bridge is located between Ulsberg and Berkårk. It is a part of the main

road, the E6, between the two major cities Oslo and Trondheim. The bridge is

located inside the green circle on the map in figure 1.1. It was built in 1942 dur-

ing wartime. The part of the E6, which the Stavå bridge is a part of, is planned to

be replaced by a new, better highway. The contract has already been made with

the contractor. The construction is planned to start in 2020, and it is planned to

be finished by the end of 2023 [10]. Afterward, the bridge is intended to be kept

in service, serving no longer the national, but the regional road network. The

old road is meant to act as a backup road. When the new road is completed, the

traffic on the old road will most likely be massively reduced.
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Figure 1.1: [59] The loacation of the bridge.

1.2 The Stavå bridge

Figure 1.2: The bridge.
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Figure 1.3: Horizontal projection of the bridge.

The Stavå bridge is a reinforced concrete beam arch bridge with three side spans.

The main span is 53 meters, and each of the side spans is 8 meters. The arch

is fixed at both support. The arch is made up by two arches connected together

by cross-members. The cross-section of the arch is largest by the supports and

becomes gradually smaller towards the crown. The bridge beam is a continues

double T-beam, which is supported on roller supports at both the abutments.

The bridge beam is connected directly to the top point of the arch. The rest of

the bridge beam rests on columns. In the transverse direction, the web of the T-

beam rest on one column each. There is a cross member between the two webs

at each point where the bridge beam is connected to columns. All the columns

are pinned in both ends.

The original construction drawings and the bending lists have been stored. The

bridge has been inspected on several occasions during the last two decades in

order to monitor the deterioration processes. There are serious concerns about

the integrity of the bridge. Signs that admonish heavy vehicles to keep at least

50 meters distance are installed in front of the bridge. Concrete cores have been

extracted from the T-beams in order to test the concrete compression strength.

The carbonatization depth has been measured on all the major parts of the struc-

ture. The carbonatization front has reached the reinforcement in the bridge beam

and in the columns. The deepest carbonatization depth was measured to 45 mm.

3



The arch reinforcement is not reached by the carbonatization. Accelerometers

are installed. The load bearing capacity of the bridge has been assessed by

independent external consulting firms. Several critical cross-sections were iden-

tified. One report states that the bridge beam in the middle of the side spans are

most utilized (cross-section A-A in fig 1.4)[6]. Another states that the bottom

of the arch right above one of the supports is most utilized [7]. A third report

states that the arch is most critical and that it is most utilized between the crown

and the column closest to the crown [48] (cross-section B-B in figure 1.4). This

master thesis is going to use cross-section A-A and B-B as the basis for the

analysis of the bridge.

Figure 1.4: Sketch of the Stavå bridge indicating the critical cross-sections identified
in previous studies.

The reports provide information about the condition of the bridge. The expan-

sion joint of the southern abutment is filled with bitumen and sand. The bridge

beam beams have vertical cracks in every single span. The cracks are between

0.2-0.3 mm. There is also one crack close to the transition between the bridge

beam and the arch. The crack is located on the south side. The crack is 0.8 mm

wide. The arch has areas where the concrete is poorly compacted. An alkali-

silica reaction crack pattern is observed in some places at the side surfaces of

the arch.
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1.3 Traffic situation

The annual average daily traffic (AADT) over the bridge for both passenger

vehicles and trucks is given in table 1.1 [59]. The road is one of the busiest

two-lane roads in Norway. It is also one of the main roads with the highest

percentage of heavy vehicles. The new road is planned to be finished in 2023.

The Stavå bridge is not going to serve as part of the main road anymore. The

traffic situation is going to change. The traffic situation after the completion

of the new road is associated with uncertainty. Both the traffic amount and the

percentage of heavy traffic is expected to be reduced. It is assumed that the

AADT is not going to exceed 500 vehicles and that heavy vehicles are going to

constitute 15% of the total traffic. The projected 2023 traffic is summarized in

the last row of table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Annual average daily traffic 2020.

Time AADT
% AADT heavy

vehicles
AADT heavy

vehicles
AADT passenger

cars
2020 5140 26 1336.4 3803.6

2023 500 15 75 425

1.4 Scope and objectives

The scope of this master thesis is to provide the decision-maker with a solid

foundation to support the decision making process for the Stavå bridge. The

main question is, what to do with the Stavå bridge? Different aspects of the

decision-making process are going to be visited to answer this question. The

organizational process of reassessing old structures is regarded. Several decision

alternatives are studied, such as doing nothing, reducing the allowed maximum

weight, and building a temporary bridge. The alternatives are are assessed under

5



both socio-economic and structural considerations. The alternatives are ranked

based on risk-based decision analysis. A probabilistic model is developed to

assess the probability of failure. Special emphasis is placed on the load model,

due to the importance of the load on the reliability of the bridge.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 1 presents the background information about the Stavå bridge and the

traffic situation. The master thesis is a continuation of the project work. In

Chapter 2, the most important findings from the project work are presented.

The findings are essential for an essential starting point for this thesis. The

traffic load was found to be of great importance for structural safety. Chapter

3 presents the basic methods of structural reliability, different risk acceptance

criteria, and assessment methods for existing structures. Chapter 4 gives a sum-

mary of the preliminary documents. Chapter 5 establishes different decision

alternatives, which are used for further analysis. The framework for the socio-

economic analysis is developed. An assessment of the socio-economic costs of

the various decision alternatives is carried out. Chapter 6 is a direct consequence

of the previous findings. The Norwegian regulations on motor vehicles are used

as a basis for establishing a site-specific load model that takes into considera-

tion the traffic volume. Chapter 7 presents the probabilistic assessment of the

load-bearing capacity of the Stavå bridge. Two different cross-sections are con-

sidered. The result of the analyses is shown in Chapter 8. The socio-economic

considerations are revisited. Chapter 9 presents a discussion of the most im-

portant assumptions of the analysis. The assumptions are put in a critical light.

Chapter 10 presents the conclusion and alternatives for further assessment of

the bridge.
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Chapter 2
Previous findings

The master thesis is a continuation of the project work [32]. The aim of this

chapter is to give the reader a summary of the most important findings from the

project work.

The most important findings of the project work with relevance for the mas-

ter thesis are summarized in this chapter. The concrete core compression test

results were used to assess the probability distribution of the concrete compres-

sion strength. Different load models were compared to each other. The design

philosophy and the empirical background behind the different load models were

studied. An assessment of the capacity of three different cross-sections where

carried out and a sensitivity analysis where performed. The aim of this chapter

is to give the reader a summary of the most important findings from the project

work.

2.1 Concrete compression strength

Concrete samples from the bridge and tested the concrete compression strength

[4]. The concrete compression strength is assumed to be log-normal distributed.

The maximum likelihood method was used to estimate the distribution param-

7



eters. Since the number of samples is small, one has to consider the statistical

uncertainty carefully. The predictive distribution is obtained by integrating the

statistical uncertainty to the conditional distribution. This distribution is ap-

proximately log-normal with a mean of 17.37 MPa and a coefficient of variation

equal to 0.3. The characteristic concrete compression strength (fck) is 10.37

MPa. fck is defined as the 5%-fractile of the distribution. The result from the

concrete compression tests, a detailed description of the calculation method, and

plots of the concrete compression strength distribution are given in Appendix B.

2.2 Load models

Three different load models have been studied. Namely, the original load model

that was used for the design of the bridge (i) , the Norwegian Public Road Ad-

ministration’s load model (ii), and the Eurocode 1 load model (iii). The traffic

load has increased over the years.

(i) The bridge was designed according to load model 1 in the load standard that

was valid between 1930 and 1947 [2]. The design vehicle was a three axle 15

ton truck with a two axle 20 ton trailer. The axle load is 5 tons for the truck and

10 tons for the trailer. The distance between the axles is 4.5 meters. Addition-

ally, a dynamic amplification factor (DAF) dependent on the length of the bridge

span was to be multiplied to the vehicle load. The safety format that was used is

different than today’s safety format. The permissible stress design method was

used instead of the partial safety factor format. [52].

(ii) The Norwegian Public Roads Administration has its own load model, which

is used to reassess old bridges. The standard is base on old Norwegian standards.

The Stavå bridge is classified as Bk10/60, which means that the maximum per-

mitted axle load is 10 tons, and the maximum permitted total weight is 60 tons.

8



The characteristic load is according to the Norwegian Public Road Administra-

tion’s load model decided either by an axle, double axle, triple axle, vehicle, or

truckload. The axle loads are treated as point loads. The vehicle and the truck-

load is a distributed load. The dynamic load is a point load with a magnitude

of 40 kN and is a part of the characteristic load. The characteristic triple axle

load is included in the dynamic load of 28 kN. The characteristic truckload is a

600 kN load that is distributed over 18 meters and a 40 kN point load. It is not

known if the load model is based on any probabilistic considerations. The safety

factor for the traffic load is 1.4 for traffic in one lane only, and 1.3 for traffic in

two lanes.[53, 56]

(iii) The Eurocode 1 traffic load model is a semi-probabilistic load model. Weight

in motion (WIM) traffic data from several European countries, among other data

from the French A6 motorway near Auxerre, are used as a basis for the calibra-

tion of the Eurocode traffic load model. The characteristic load and the safety

factors are calibrated to ensure adequate safety for a great variety of different

load situations and structure types. Structural safety shall be ensured. At the

same time, the model shall be easy to use for practical applications. According

to Eurocode 1 - Part 2 [13], the characteristic traffic load is a combination of a

distributed load and a double axle group. The load model divides the bridge into

notional lanes. The load magnitude is different in each lane. In the first lane,

the load on each axle in the double axle group is 300 kN, which is more than

the complete triple axle grope of the Norwegian Public Road Administration

load model. The characteristic load is according to the Eurocode defined as the

99.9%-fractile of the yearly probability distribution or the load with a 1000 year

return period. The safety factor for traffic loads are 1.35 [14, 30].

9



2.3 Assessment of the load bearing capacity

An assessment of the load bearing capacity for the part of the bridge over land

was carried out, i.e., the part of the bridge beam that is not directly over the

arch. Three failure modes were considered. The first was an assessment of

the moment capacity of cross-section A-A. The second was an assessment of

the moment capacity over the first column. The third was an assessment of the

shear capacity. The Norwegian Public Road Administration’s load model was

used as the basis for the calculations. Cross-section A-A was found to be the

most critical cross-section.

2.4 Sensitivity analysis

A FORM analysis was carried out in order to study the sensitivity of the different

variables. The cross-section that was examined is the one located at mid-span

between the first column and the abutment. The cross-section is a T-beam, and

the flange is in compression. The Norwegian Public Roads Administration load

model was used as a basis for the analysis. This is not a probabilistic load model.

So it was assumed that the traffic load is Gumbel distributed with a CoV of 0.4,

and that the load obtained from the standard represents the 98%-fractile. The

calculations are found in appendix B. The results of the sensitivity analysis are

presented in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: α-factors.

α-factors
Model

uncertainty
Steel

strength
Concrete
strength

Traffic
load

Self-weight
load

-0.3536 -0.1734 -0.0217 0.9154 0.0811

The α-factors measure the relative importance of the different random variables

10



for the location of the design point, i.e., the structural reliability. The sign in

front of the number is telling whether it is a resistance or load variable. The

closer the value is to 1 or -1, the more do a change to the variable affect the

probability of failure. Resistance variables are negative. Load variables are pos-

itive. As one can see from table 2.1, the traffic load is of extreme importance. It

is far more important than the concrete resistance.

One has a situation where the load variable is by far the most important variable

for the assessment of the probability of failure and two load models that are op-

erating with two complete different characteristic loads. The Eurocode traffic

model is developed using probabilistic model and is formulated to cover various

design situations. It can, in many situations, be conservative. The Norwegian

Public Roads Administration load model is based on some old Norwegian stan-

dards. The characteristic load is not clearly defined in the same way as the

Eurocode load model. In the case of the Stavå bridge, it is worth to invest time

in describing the traffic load more accurately.

11
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Chapter 3
Theory

This chapter introduces the methods of structural reliability. It presents an intro-

duction to risk-based decision making and how to assess old structures.

3.1 The probability format

3.1.1 Basic concept and solution methods

Figure 3.1: [24] Graphical representation of the limit state function.
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The basis for structural reliability analysis is to use probability theory for the

representation of the structural safety and serviceability problem. It has since

long been known that absolute safety cannot be achieved. The loads that act on

a structure are uncertain. The material properties, such as concrete compression

capacity and reinforcement yield strain, are uncertain. And structural models

are in itself uncertain. Probability methods can quantify and threat uncertainties

consistently. The notion of structural reliability can be conveniently introduced

by considering the so-called fundamental case. correspondingly, equation that

must be solved is equation (3.2), which hereafter is denoted as the limit state

function. The limit state function is a function of the resistance and load effect.

As shown by equation (3.2), the probability of failure is equal to the probability

that the safety margin is less than or equal to zero. The limit state function is

represented graphically in figure 3.1.

The elementary equation:

g(r, s) = r − s (3.1)

Where, g is the limit state function. r is the resistance. s is the stress or load

effect.

pf = P (g(r, s) ≤ 0) (3.2)

Where, pf is the probability of failure.

The probability of failure can be calculated explicitly if the resistance and the

load effect in equation (3.1) are normally distributed [16, 1] and the two vari-

ables are uncorrelated. Equation (3.3) and 3.4 shows the calculation procedure.

Note that β is the reliability index.
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β =
µr − µs√
σ2
r + σ2

s

(3.3)

Where, µr and µs are the mean value of the resistance and load effect distribution

respectively. σr and σs are the standard deviation of the two distributions.

pf = Φ(−β) (3.4)

Where, Φ(·) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal

distribution, i.e., a normal distribution with a mean value of zero and a standard

deviation of one.

The ratio between the standard deviation and the mean value is denoted coeffi-

cient of variation (CoV).

CoV =
σ

µ
(3.5)

For real engineering problems, the variables in the limit state function are rarely

normally distributed and the limit state function is often much more compli-

cated. Other methods must be used either to find an approximate or exact solu-

tion. The Monte Carlo method is perhaps the most intuitive solution method. A

large number of random samples are generated for each of the underlying dis-

tributions. The limit state function is solved with one set of random samples at

the time. The evaluation of the limit state function is counted as a failure if it

smaller or equal to zero. As shown by equation (3.6), the probability of failure is

calculated by dividing the number of failures on the total number of trails. The

solution converges towards the real solution as the number of trails grows big.

The probability of failure is usually rather small for civil engineering structures.

It is necessary to generate several million samples to find an accurate solution.
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pf = lim
n→∞

nf
n

(3.6)

Where, nf is the number of failures. n is the number of trails.

3.1.2 Accounted risks and consistency of the probability model

The result of probabilistic assessments is only as good as the assumptions of

the analysis. The type of distribution of the probabilistic variables must be

assumed. The small probability of failure makes the final result particularly

sensitive to the tail properties of the distributions. There are, for instance, no

practical way to verify that a given level of seismic activity has a return period

of 500 years [18, 40]. The tail sensitivity problem is partly controlled by using a

standardized type of distribution to describe certain phenomena. The log-normal

distribution is for instance, frequently used to describe material strength. The

Gumbel distribution is used to describe extreme natural events. And the normal

distribution may be used for geometrical dimensions. The Joint Committee on

Structural Safety (JCSS) has developed a probabilistic model code that provides

recommendations on which distributions to use [23]. The International stan-

dard ISO 2394 [50] provides the general principles on reliability for structures.

The background documents for the Eurocodes provides information on the gen-

eral assumptions [29, 30, 22]. The Danish Road Directorate has a probabilistic

model for reassessing existing bridges [63]. The probability of failure is seen as

a nominal value that does not necessarily represent the actual failure rates but

is used as operational values for code calibration purposes and comparison of

reliability levels of structures [14].

The design codes usually consider only one limit state function at the time. Sys-

tem effects are not considered. A structure can be idealized as either a series

system, parallel system or a mixed system. The system effect will work differ-
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ently on the two systems. To not consider the system effect for a series system

will be non-conservative since the failure of one component causes the complete

structure to fail. A statically determined truss bridge is an example of a structure

that can be idealized as a series system. The opposite will be true for a parallel

system. All the components have to fail to make the structure fail. An example

will be several times statically indeterminate structures. A failure of one limit

state function does necessarily not mean that the complete structure collapses.

Human errors are not considered in the reliability analysis. Most of structural

failures are due to human error. Human errors are not taken into account when

dimensioning structural components. They are not considered because they hap-

pen independently of the intended reliability level. An oversized beam is not

safer than a normal-sized beam if the joint bolts are not fastened properly. Hu-

man errors frequently occur because of ignorance and insufficient knowledge

[20].

3.2 Risk-based decision making

To establish an adequate safety level is all but trivial. How much personal risk

people are willing to take seems to depend on degree of voluntary participation

in the the risky activity, and the degree of personal influence on the risk. E.g.,

when climbing Mount Everest, the willingness to take risks is higher than when

sitting on an airplane or crossing a pedestrian bridge [20]. Further, there seems

to be a nonlinear relation between the willingness to take risks and the conse-

quences associated with it. Different methods have been developed to establish

an adequate safety level. Acceptance criteria can be based on socio-economic

optimization and on people’s individual preferences. Another approach is to use

a fixed target value for the probability of failure as an acceptance criterion.
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3.2.1 Socio-economic optimization

An optimization can be done based on a socio-economic consideration. The goal

with the optimization is to find a solution that minimizes the expected cost for

society. The socio-economic risk criteria states that one shall choose the proba-

bility of failure that minimizes the sosio-economic costs. The method is closely

related to cost-benefit analyses that the Norwegian Public Road Administration

uses for the evaluation of big infrastructure projects [55]. The big difference is

that the probability of failure is a part of the consideration. Equation (3.7) is the

basic equation that shall be optimized. CET are minimized subject to d. d is a

variable that relates to the probability of failure, e.g., the height of a beam or

the number of reinforcement bars. If the socio-economic optimization is used

as a decision criterion, the optimal probability of failure is the probability that

minimizes the expected cost [20, 40].

The expression that is going to be minimized is:

CET (d) = Cc(d) + Co(d) + Ci&m(d) + Cd(d) + Cf (d) · pf (d) (3.7)

Where, CET total expected cost. d is the variable that is going to be optimized,

e.g., the height of a beam. Cc cost of construction. Co is the cost of operations.

Ci&m is the cost of inspection and maintenance. Cd is the cost of demolition.

Cf is the cost of failure. pf is the probability of failure.

The costs appear at different points in time. The present value of all the different

costs must be calculated to make them comparable to each other. The interest

rate and the time period of analysis must be chosen. It is decided on a national

level that the interest rate is 4 % and the time period of the analysis is 40 years

for infrastructure projects [15].
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Present value calculations:

C =

∫ t2

t1

c0 · (1 + r)−tdt (3.8)

Where, C is the discounted cost. c0 is the economic base cost. r is the 4%

discount rate. t1 and t2 is the start and end time of the cost flow.

3.2.2 Risk acceptance

It can be convenient to give broad indicators over risk acceptance in society

even though the nominal probability of failure not necessarily can be directly

compared to actual structural failure rates or death rates. Some broad indicators

based on Otway et al. [39] are given in table 3.1.

The values in table 3.1 correspond well with the values based on the "As Low

As Reasonable Possible/Practicable (ALARP) principle given by ISO 3494 ta-

ble G.1[50]. A probability of 10−4 is the intolerable limit for a member of the

public. 10−5 is the upper limit, and risk reduction shall be carried out. 10−6 is

broadly accepted.

People undoubtedly want their structures safe. The layman thinks of civil engi-

neering structures as something substantial, and they shall not fail [34]. It can

be a good idea to base the decision making on what people expect and wants.

That is to keep structures at a reliability level so that people have a feeling that

structural failure never happens to them.
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Table 3.1: [39] Broad indicators over risk acceptance.

Risk of death

per person per

year

Typical response

10−3 Immediate action is taking place. The risk is unacceptable to

everyone.

10−4 People spend money, especially public money, to control the

cause (e.g., traffic signs and controls, police and fire depart-

ment). Safety slogans show an element of fear, e.g., " The

life you save may be your own".

10−5 Risks are still considered by society. Mothers warn their

children about most of these hazards (e.g., playing with fire,

drowning, firearms, poisons). Safety slogan has a precau-

tionary ring, e.g., "Keep medicines out of children’s reach."

10−6 Accidents are not of great concern for the average person.

People may be aware of the risk, but they feel they will never

happen to them. Phrases have an element of resignation, e.g.,

"Lightning never strikes twice" or "An act of God.".

3.2.3 Target reliability

Several different target reliability values have been suggested and used. The

JCSS has based on economic optimization, made tentative target reliabilities re-

lated to a one-year reference period. Depending on the relative cost of the safety

measure and the consequences of failure, the reliability index is ranging from

3.1 to 4.7 (G.5.2)[50].
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The danish standard for probability assessment of existing bridges has suggested

target values that are dependent on the material behaviour. It allows for a lower

probability of failure if the failure is visible before a complete collapse. The

Danish standard target values are presented in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: [63] The target reliability of the Danish standard.

Failure type
Ductile failure
with remaining

capacity

Ductile failure
without remaining

capacity

Brittle
failure

βt 4.26 4.75 5.20
pf 10−5 10−6 10−7

The Eurocode safety factors are optimized with the use of probabilistic mod-

els. They aim to satisfy a target β-index of 4.7 for the ultimate limit state with

a yearly reference period (EN-NS 1990 table C2)[14]. The safety factors are

carefully chosen to make sure that that is the case for so many design situations

as possible.

3.3 Assessment of existing structures

3.3.1 Assessment strategy

The table is based on the suggestion given by JSCC [9]. The different phases

represent separate stages of the assessment. If there is still doubt about the

structural integrity after phase 1, it is recommended to move to phase 2. The

costs associated with the measures tend to grow as the methods become com-

plicated. Note that the degree of subjectivity is highly dependent on how much

information is obtained. For instance, if design drawings can not be found. The

analysis relies on a high degree of subjectivity. For example, one must assume

the number of reinforcement bars.
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Table 3.3: [9] Measures to improve the estimate of the probability of failure.

Measure Description
Phase 0: First impression
The layman’s gut

feeling

The layman’s gut feeling is able to notice if something

is wrong, but he is not able to say much about the prob-

ability of failure.

The expert’s gut

feeling

An experienced expert is able to tell more about a struc-

ture than the layman.

Phase 1: Preliminary evaluation
Recover old docu-

mentation

Find relevant information such as design documenta-

tion, calculations, drawings and as-built drawings, doc-

umentation about maintenance and repairs. Find the ge-

ometrical and material properties of the structure. It can

be necessary to use old standards to find information on

material properties.

Consider the load

situation

"Has the load situation changed?" is an important ques-

tion to ask. The new standards that consider today’s

load situation are not necessarily compatible with the

old materials. And old standards do not necessarily

consider the new load situation. One can be in a situa-

tion where no standard is valid for the given situation.

Systematic visual

inspection

Visual inspection of the bridge tells much about the

structure. The Norwegian Public Road Administra-

tion’s handbook V441 [51] can be a helpful tool. Look

for possible damage, cracks, and corrosion, Measure

crack lengths and widths.
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Update information Bayesian statistical method is the toolbox for combin-

ing old and new knowledge. Use the gathered informa-

tion to update the calculation model.

Phase 2: Detailed investigations
Detailed investiga-

tions

Measurements of carbonatization depth, chlorine con-

tent, and corrosion. Concrete cores can be taken from

the structure and tested in order to find the concrete

compression strength. Measurements of deformations

and concrete cover.

Detailed structural

analysis

Carry out a detailed structural analysis. Use reliability

analysis to determine the safety of the structure or its

most critical cross-sections. Analyses with nonlinear

material behavior can be considered.

Phase 3: Call in a team of experts
Site-specific mea-

sures

For bridges: proof loading and WIM (Weight in mo-

tion). Surveying of the real geometry. Intensify moni-

toring.

3.3.2 Preliminary documents

Assessment of existing structures is a difficult task. The clearness in matters of

concepts and procedures is of prime importance when assessing existing struc-

tures [9]. Clients are confronted in these discussions with the possibilities and

limits of the experts [20]. Table 3.4 contains proposed documents that should

be implemented in the assessment process to keep the process as transparent as

possible.
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Table 3.4: [9] Preliminary documents.

Document Description
Service criteria

agreement

A contract between the client and the engineer must be

made. The contract shall clarify the responsibilities. It

must be defined what type of inspections are necessary?

What analysis shall be performed? What is the degree

of subjectivity of the statements of an existing struc-

ture? It is also beneficial to define the risk acceptance

criteria before the analyses are performed so that the re-

sult of the analyses are not affected by someone’s own

interests. What is the risk of further using the structure?

What type of measures can be taken?

Residual service

life and utilization

plan.

How long is the structure intended to serve its pur-

poses? What shall the structure be used for?

Hazard scenarios Identify the leading hazards. Is there any load situations

that are of particular danger?

Safety plan Come up with a plan to eliminate, avoid, or control the

hazard scenarios. Sometimes the hazards must be ac-

cepted.

List of accepted

risks

This is an important document. It clarifies who profits

from accepting risks and who bears the consequences.

Ideally, both the risk and the consequences should be

carried by the same person or group.
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Chapter 4
Preliminary documents

Much of this chapter originates from several meetings with representatives from

the Norwegian Public Road Administration. Table 3.4 is a summary of the pre-

liminary documents suggested by table 3.4. The elementary assumptions that

make the basis for the analysis is a topic through the thesis. The essential as-

sumptions are summarized, and the subjectivity of the assumptions is clarified.

Table 4.1: Preliminary document for the Stavå Bridge reassessment.

Keywords Service criteria agreement

Inspection type Several visual inspections has been carried out by the engi-

neering consulting company Rambøll [7, 6]. Concrete cores

were taken out of the structure [4]. The concrete compres-

sion strength were tested. Carbonatization depths, chlorine

content and concrete cover have been measured [8].

Analysis type An analysis corresponding to phase 2 in table 3.3 has been

carried out. Two cross-sections have been analyzed with

probabilistic methods. The analyses are based on linear ma-

terial behaviour.
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Degree of sub-

jectivity

Resistance: The original design drawings are accessible [2].

The geometrical properties from the drawings are used. The

concrete compression tests are used to obtain the concrete

compression strength distribution (see: appendix B). One of

the Rambøll reports states that the steel is of St.00 quality

[6]. The probabilistic steel properties are provided by the

Danish standard for probabilistic reassessment of bridges

[63]. The properties correspond well with properties that

were normal at the time [47, 43]. The subjectivity level is

small. There are no reasons to believe that the drawings

provide false information.

Load: The elementary assumptions are based on the Eu-

rocode 1-2 background document [30] and the Danish stan-

dard [63]. The assumption regarding the number of rele-

vant vehicle and the weight distribution of each truck type

in section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 are based on personal assumptions

guided by traffic flow data [59, 62], the Norwegian regula-

tions on motor vehicles [41], conversation with truck drivers

[35] and the Danish standard [63]. The assumption regarded

the traffic amount after 2023 is based on speculation.
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Socio-economics: The elementary assumptions are "collec-

tive subjective," that is, assumptions that of nature are sub-

jective, but are standardized on a national level. The basic

costs are based on the Norwegian Public Road Administra-

tion’s handbook on cost-benefit analysis [55]. The traffic

flow model in section 5.4.1 is simplified and rely on subjec-

tive judgments guided by google maps, conversation with

representatives from the Norwegian Public Road Adminis-

tration [31] and conversation with Anders Straume, SIN-

TEF [36].

Risk accep-

tance criteria

No risk acceptance criteria were established in the initial

phase of the assessment. See section 3.2 for more informa-

tion on risk acceptance criteria.

Risk of further

use

The main risk involved in further use of the structure is the

risk of structural failure and, in the worst-case, collapse.

The traffic amount is ever-increasing, and the vehicles have

gotten heavier. The risk might be too high.

Risk-reducing

measures

The able risk-reducing measures are either to strengthen the

bridge, weight restrictions, light regulations, strengthening

the bridge, built an interim bridge or to close the bridge

completely.

Keywords Residual service life and Utilization plan
Residual

service life

The bridge is going to serve as part of the national road

network until 2023. Afterward, it shall be transferred from

the national authority to the county municipality and serve

as part of the local road network.
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Utilization

plan

It is of interest to keep the bridge open for as many transport

classes as possible as long the bridge serve as part of the

national road network. The bridge is intended to be kept

open for traffic also after 2023. It may be used as a backup

road for the new national road. No specific transportation

classes are requested.

Keywords Hazard scenarios and Safety
Hazard The traffic load is considered to be dominant. Extreme

heavy vehicles and large concentrated loads are considered

a hazard for the integrity of the bridge.

Safety plan The Norwegian Public Road Administration has made a

plane for building an interim bridge which, in case of emer-

gency, can be built. Road signs that encourage heavy vehi-

cles to keep at least 50 meters distance have been installed

on each side of the bridge.

Keywords List of accepted risk
Involved

groups

The situation regarding who bears the risk and who prof-

its from risk acceptance is intricate for publicly owned

structures. There are different interest groups with differ-

ing interests. In this case, there are five groups involved.

Namely, the consultant engineer/-s (in this case student),

the representative/-s form the Norwegian Public Road Ad-

ministration, the government representative/-s, the taxpay-

ers, and the road users. For some of the groups, their inter-

ests are two-sided.
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Public decision

making

Who is the final decision maker is cost dependent. The rep-

resentative from the public road administration is normally

the decision-maker, but he has a budget he must adhere to.

If the costs are running too high, he must ask the govern-

ment representative for more money. In this case, the gov-

ernment representative is the final decision maker.

The gov-

ernment

representative

Also, the government representative has a budget to ad-

here to. His performance is measured based on cost-

effectiveness. The extra spending used for bridge mainte-

nance is visible on the balance sheet. The expected cost

of failure is not visible. The bridge will most likely not

fail, even if the probability of failure is too big. The gov-

ernment representative profits from accepting the risk, but

bears small consequences.

The consultant

engineer (stu-

dent)

The consultant engineer has a professional responsibility.

Structures shall not fail. The engineer will be charged for

making a professional error and can, to some degree, be

liable for damages. (In this case, the student does not carry

any responsibility for the bridge, and he has nothing to gain

for accepting too big risks.)

The represen-

tative from

the Norwegian

Public Road

Administration

The representative form the Norwegian Public Road Ad-

ministration is in a squeeze. His interests are two-sided. On

one side, it is never pleasant to ask for more cash. On the

other hand, he is the formal decision-maker. A big respon-

sibility lies on his shoulders. Especially if the results from

different engineers are diverse and scattered. He also runs

the risk of being accused of making a professional error.

The taxpayers The taxpayers must pay both for the bridge maintenance

and the bridge failure if that should happen.
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The road user The road user, or to be more precise, the individual or the

individuals that unfortunately find themselves on the bridge

when it fails or, in the worst case, collapse. The traffic load

is the dominating load. Someone will most likely be on the

bridge when it fails. In the worst case is that two busloads

full of peoples. That are 90 peoples. They have everything

to lose and runs the risk of losing their lives.
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Chapter 5
Decision alternatives and

cost-effectiveness

In this chapter, the different decision alternatives that were derived through

meetings with representatives from the Norwegian Public Road Administra-

tion [31] are presented. The risks associated with the decision alternatives are

evaluated. And the socio-economic consequences are investigated. The socio-

economic calculations are based on a standardized cost-benefit method for eval-

uating infrastructure projects in Norway [55].The difference is that the probabil-

ity of structural failure is part of the consideration. This type of cost-benefit-risk

evaluation is not a standard approach used by the Norwegian Public Road Ad-

ministration for evaluating bridges. However, cost-benefit-risk assessment is

not entirely unknown to them. The same methodology is used for assessing the

benefit of geological safety measures along Norwegian roads. The Norwegian

Public Road Administration has together with SINTEF, developed the program

EFFEKT, which is used for cost-benefit analysis. This program has an own

module for evaluating the risk associated with avalanches [3, 36].

The result of the socio-economic considerations for the period between 2020 and
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2023 is summarized in table 5.1. The calculation method and the elementary

assumptions are described in the following sections. The background for the

decision alternatives and a detailed description of them are given in section 5.2.

The risk of introducing the decision alternatives is described in section 5.2.2.

The basis for the socio-economic considerations is described in section 5.3. The

assumption regarding the traffic model and the final economic calculations for

the period between 2020 and 2023 is presented in section 5.4.

5.1 Summary of the socio-economic considerations.

Table 5.1: Summary of the period between 2020 and 2023.

A0 – Do nothing
Impact The traffic flows as normal

Description of risk

The combination of the ever-increasing

traffic amount and vehicle weight and the

uncertainty associated with the properties of

the old materials makes the uncertainty great.

The risk might be too high.

Risk mitigation The risk is unchanged.

Cost:

Construction (Cc)
The A0 alternative is the benchmark, the

reference point, for the cost calculations.

Socio-economic (Cse) 0 NOK

Expected failure (Cf · pf ) Not calculated jet.

Total (CET ) -

A1 – Weight reduction
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Impact
The heaviest trucks must either drive

another rout or carry less load.

Description of risk

The number of heavy trucks is reduced, but

one cannot expect that everybody follows

the rules. The probability of an extreme

load event will be reduced.

Risk mitigation The risk is to some degree reduced.

Cost:
Construction (Cc) Magnitude of under 1 million NOK

Socio-economic (Cse) 346 million NOK

Expected failure (Cf · pf )

Total (CET ) More than 346 million NOK

A2 – Traffic light regulation
Impact Reduced traffic capacity and congestion.

Description of risk

The alternative will eliminate the possibility

of a meeting event. Barricades can assure

that the vehicles drive centric over the

bridge. The potential load that the bridge is

exposed to is strongly reduced.

Risk mitigation The risk is strongly reduced.

Cost:
Construction (Cc) The magnitude of 1 million NOK.

Socio-economic (Cse)
Minimum 51 million NOK, based on a

conservative first estimate.

Expected failure (Cf · pf ) -

Total (CET ) More than 51 million NOK

A3 – Strengthening work
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Impact
The bridge must be closed for at least 4 to 6

weeks, or 8 weeks with night-time work.

Description of risk

The strengthening of the bridge can reduce

the risk for collapse, but it can also relocate

forces to places where there have never been

forces before.

Risk mitigation

It can if done correctly reduce the risk. It

will at least keep the risk constant for a

period.

Cost:
Construction (Cc) The magnitude of 10 million NOK

Socio-economic (Cse) Between 53 – 79 million NOK

Night work: Between 6.9 – 15.9 million NOK

Expected failure (Cf · pf ) -

Total (CET ) 17 – 79 million NOK

Night work: 21.5 – 30.9 million NOK

A4 – Build an interim bridge
Impact The traffic flows as normal

Description of risk

It is assumed that the bridge is built so that it

satisfies the Eurocode. I.e., probability of

failure of 1.3 · 10−6 .

Risk mitigation The risk is reduced to an appropriate level.

Cost:
Construction (Cc) 42 million NOK

Socio-economic (Cse) 0 NOK

Expected failure (Cf · pf ) 663 NOK

Total (CET ) 42 million NOK
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A5 – Close down the bridge
Impact The traffic must detour for several years.

Description of risk The risk becomes the property of the detour rout.

Risk mitigation The bridge is taken out of operation.

Cost:
Construction (Cc) Demolition cost of 10 million.

Socio-economic (Cse) 2237 million NOK

Expected failure (Cf · pf ) 0 NOK

Total (CET ) Above 2237 million.

From an economic point of view, it is a bad idea both to choose to close down

the road, to introduce weight restriction and traffic light regulations. The socio-

economic cost of these decision alternatives exceeds alone, the total cost of

building an interim bridge. The expected cost of failure for the interim bridge is

negligible given that it has a β-value of 4.7. Hence, to build an interim bridge

will be a better decision than introducing the above mentioned decision alterna-

tives. Only to do nothing, to strengthen the bridge and to build an interim bridge

are worth further consideration.

5.2 The decision alternatives

The decision alternatives were deduced in collaboration with representatives

from the Norwegian Public Roads Administration [31].

Screening meetings were arranged during the initiation phase of the master

work. As indicated in chapter 1, the traffic situation is expected to change dur-

ing 2023 due to the construction of a new road. Thus, the Stavå bridge shall no

longer serve as part of the E6 but as a local county road. The boundary con-

ditions for the economic analysis changes when the new road opens. For this
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reason, it is decided to consider different alternatives at two different points in

time. The stage concerns the decision that must be made as soon as possible.

There are no roads in the surrounding of the bridge that suited for detouring in

the period between 2020 and 2023. Some vehicles are expected to detour for

hours if the bridge must close. The second stage concerns the decision after the

bridge is finished. In the period after 2023, the new E6 can be used for detour-

ing. There is practically no detour at all. A decision tree is used in figure 5.1 to

present different alternatives.

5.2.1 The alternatives

A0 The A0, do nothing alternative, is to keep the bridge exactly as it is.

Nothing is done to improve the bridge integrity, and the vehicle weight

limit is kept the same.

A1 The A1, weight restriction alternative means that the weight and the

axle load of the vehicles are lowered compared to today’s value. For

instance, the axle load limit can be lowered from 10 tons to 8 tons, and

the total weight can be lowered from 50 tons to 40 tons. The heaviest

vehicles must either be detouring or carry less load.

A2 The A2, traffic light regulation alternative means that the bridge is re-

built to a one-way bridge. Traffic can flow only in one direction at

the time. Barricades make sure that the vehicles drive centric over the

bridge. The alternative leads to congestion.

A3 The A3, strengthening work, means that the weakest parts of the bridge

must be strengthened. The bridge must be closed for at least 4-6 weeks,

or 8 weeks if the work is done by night.
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A4 The A4, to build an interim bridge means to construct a temporary

bridge that is going to serve as a replacement for the Stavå bridge until

the new road is finished. The Norwegian Public Roads Administration

has already made a plan for building an interim bridge. The considered

interim is a single span simply supported steel truss bridge of the type

Mabey Universal [54]. The plan is to build the interim bridge on the

side of the existing Stavå bridge. The traffic flows as normal over the

existing bridge during the construction of the interim bridge.

A5 The A5, close down the bridge alternative, means that the Stavå bridge

is closed down permanently. All the traffic must detour until the new

road is finished.
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The Stavå bidge 

A0, Do nothing 

A1, Weight 
restriction 

A2, Traffic light 
regulation 

A3, Strengthening 
work 

A4, Build an interim 
bridge 

A5, Close down the 
bridge  

Figure 5.1: The 2020 decision alternatives.

5.2.2 Identification of risks

The decision alternatives will, in some way or another, affect the probability of

failure.
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A0 For A0, the status quo is kept. The traffic amount has been ever-

increasing since the time the construction of the bridge was completed.

The vehicles are also getting heavier. The uncertainty regarding the ma-

terial properties is big. The bridge is slowly degrading, which makes the

bridge weaker and weaker over time. The risk might be too high.

A1 It is expected that the A1, weight reduction alternative to some degree

reduces the number of the heaviest vehicles. However, it can not be ex-

pected that everybody follows the weight restriction. The Stavå bridge

becomes a weight limit bottleneck that prevents all the transport be-

tween Oslo and Trondheim from utilizing the load capacity. The risk is

expected to be slightly reduced.

A2 The A2, traffic light alternative with physical barricades, reduces the

risk. The traffic drives nearly centric over the bridge. The load transfers

with a 50-50 distribution between the two sides of the substructure.

A3 The A3, strengthening work alternative can, if done correctly, reduce the

risk. However, there is also a chance that the strengthening redistributes

forces. If the stiffness ratio between structural elements is changed the

forces can be redistributed into sections where there have never been

large forces before. It must at least be assumed that the strengthening

work terminates the degradation of the bridge for a period of time.

A4 To build an interim bridge, A4, reduces the risk if it is built sufficiently

strong. The strength of the bridge can be chosen. In this master thesis,

it is assumed that the interim bridge has a safety level that corresponds

to the Eurocode safety level. I.e., a β-value of 4.7, which corresponds

to a probability of failure of 1.3 · 10−6.

A5 The A5, close down the bridge alternative, certainly reduces the risk of

bridge failure. The risk becomes a property of the detour routes.
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5.3 The basis for the economic considerations

5.3.1 Economic optimization

The ultimate goal with the economic considerations is to minimize the total ex-

pected cost (CET ) for the rest of the lifetime of the bridge. Equation (3.7) is the

basis for the economic optimization. Certain modifications to the equation must

be made. The optimization problem is discrete. There is no continues variable

that shall be optimized, but discrete, separate decision alternatives. A bridge

failure and many of the decision alternatives lead to detouring or waiting time.

It has a cost that must be considered. A socio-economic cost (Cse) is introduced

to the equation. The road is publicly owned, and the decisions are made on

behalf of the society. The A0 alternative is used as the benchmark for the socio-

economic cost. The socio-economic cost of the A0 alternative is per definition

zero. The economic cost is a relative cost. The cost of all the other decision

alternatives is measured against the cost of A0. Further, the cost of operation

(Co) and the cost of inspection and maintenance (Ci&m) are considered to be

about equal for all the alternatives. The difference of Co and Ci&m between the

decision alternatives is non-dominant compared to the other costs. Therefore,

Co and Ci&m are neglected. The equation that shall be optimized is equation

(5.1).

CET = Cc + Cse + Cf · pf (5.1)

Cf = Cd + Cc + Cse (5.2)

Where, CET is the total expected cost. Cse is the socio-economic cost. Cf is the

cost of failure. Cd is the cost of demolition. Co is the cost of construction. pf is

the probability of failure per year.
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5.3.2 The socio-economic costs

The socio-economic costs are calculated using the method given in the Nor-

wegian Public Roads Administration handbook V712, which is a handbook for

impact assessment and cost-benefit analysis [55]. The method is the standard

method for evaluating the value of transportation projects in Norway. The socio-

economic costs consist of one part that is related to the number of extra kilome-

ters that must be driven. A second part that relates to the time extra time used on

transportation. And a third part that is related to the cost of the extra accidents

caused by detouring. Additionally, the handbook has costs that are related to

the excess greenhouse gas emission and loss of property value due to air and

noise pollution. However, the calculations are simplified, and these costs are

neglected. The considered costs are given by equation (5.3).

Cse = Ck + Ct + Ca (5.3)

Where, Ck is the kilometer cost. Ct is the time cost. Ca is the accident cost.

Kilometer costs

The handbook V712 gives a cost that relates to each extra kilometer driven by

a vehicle. The handbook distinguishes between passenger cars and heavy ve-

hicles. Table 5.4 summarizes the kilometer costs. The kilometer cost includes,

among others, the cost of vehicle maintenance, gas, and capital costs.
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Table 5.4: The basis for the kilometer cost [2016NOK].

Type
Cost

[NOK/km]
Passenger cars 1.74

Heavy vehicles 4.10

Time costs

The time cost relates to the time lost by the persons in the vehicles. For passen-

ger cars, the handbook distinguishes the costs based on the length of the travel

and the travel type. The travel length can either be short (0-70 km), medium

(70-200km), or long (200- km). It is in the calculations assumed that all travels

are of medium length. The type of travel can either travel that is done while

working, between home and work, or at leisure. The second column in table 5.5

gives the share of the different types of travel. The average number of people in

one car depends on the type of travel. The average number of people is given in

the third column. The fourth column gives the cost for one person to lose one

hour. The fifth column gives the average cost for one lost hour per vehicle. At

last, the weighted average cost between the different travel types is calculated.

Table 5.5: Passenger car time cost calculation [2016NOK].

Travel type Share Persons in each car NOK/(person·hour) NOK/(hour·vehicle)
Work travel 0.09 1.2 449 538.8

From and to work 0.15 1.2 217 260.4

Leisure 0.77 2.2 169 371.8

Weighted average: 373.838

The heavy vehicle time cost includes the cost of the driver. It includes also the

cost of time dependent operating costs, such as administration. Table 5.6 makes

the basis for the time costs.
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Table 5.6: The basis for the time cost[2016NOK].

Type NOK/(hour·vehicle)
Passenger cars 373.8

Heavy vehicles 676

Accident costs

It is assumed that the accident rate for the extra kilometers driven is equal to the

average accident rate for all the roads. The handbook V712 gives the cost per

fatality and seriously injured person [55], which is given by the second column

in table 5.7. The number of accidents given in the third column is the average

number over the five last years [46]. The total yearly cost of accidents is calcu-

lated in column four. In the fifth column, the total cost is divided on the total

annual kilometers are driven, which was 46000 million kilometers in 2018 [45].

Table 5.7: Basis for the accident cost [2016NOK].

Accident type: NOK/accident Accidents/year NOK/year NOK/km
Death 30 200 000 123 3 714 600 000 0.08

Serious injured 11 200 000 651 7 291 200 000 0.16

Totalt: 11 005 800 000 0.24

5.3.3 Construction cost

The cost of construction is calculated by equation (5.4). The construction cost

is the cost for either building or installing the decision alternatives, or for build-

ing an interim bridge in case of bridge failure. The bridge is publicly owned.

The financing of construction is done through the tax bill. The cost of financing

through the tax bill is 0.20 NOK per 1 NOK financed [15].
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Cc = (1 + Ctax)Cc0 (5.4)

Where, Ctax is the tax cost. Cc0 is the cost of the construction by it self.

5.3.4 Present value and time period of the analysis

The third quarter of 2020 is used as a reference point for economic consider-

ations. The costs in the handbook V712 is given as the 2016 price level. The

prices are inflation-adjusted using the price index for road infrastructure projects

[44]. All the costs in the previous tables are multiplied by 1.0974. The future

costs appear at different times. The present value is used to calculate the current

value of future costs. The discount rate that shall be used for public projects is

set by the government to be 4% [15]. All the future costs are discounted. Equa-

tion (5.5) is used to calculate the present value. If the cost flow is discrete, the

integral is changed by a summation sign. The time period of the analysis is 40

years for infrastructure projects in Norway [15].

Present value calculations:

C =

∫ t2

t1

c0 · (1 + r)−tdt (5.5)

Where, C is the discounted cost. c0 is the economic base cost. r is the 4%

discount rate. t1 and t2 is the start and end time of the cost flow.

5.4 The period between 2020 and 2023

5.4.1 Traffic model and detouring

A traffic flow model must be established to quantify the socio-economic losses

due to an implementation of the different decision alternatives, and the cost of
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failure. The model is kept simple. It is without the reach of this master thesis

to develop an advanced traffic flow model. Reasonable detour routes must be

established to calculate the cost of a bridge close down.

The position of the bridge is marked with a red circle in the maps in figure 5.2a.

The western route is the E6. The route in the middle is the Norwegian national

road 3 (Rv 3) trough Østerdalen. The eastern route is the deviation route heavy

vehicles must drive if the Stavå bridge must be closed for traffic. There is one

small road on the other side of the valley that can, in case of emergency, be

used for deviation of the passenger cars. The location of interest is zoomed in in

figure 5.2b. Note that the road available for deviations is the westernmost road

in this figure.

(a) Overview map. (b) Zoomed map.

The shortest and least time-consuming route between the two major cities Oslo

and Trondheim, is the Rv3 route. It is expected that many of the vehicles that

drive the Rv3 are driving between the two cities. A natural choice for detour-

ing if driving this route is to use the easternmost route in figure 5.2a. For the
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calculations, it is assumed that all the heavy vehicles that follow this route must

detour the easternmost route, as shown in figure 5.2a.

The situation is a little bit more complicated for the vehicles that drive the E6,

which is the westernmost route in figure 5.2a. These vehicles can both be driving

from the eastern and western parts of Norway. If they are driving from the Oslo

region in the east, they can use the Rv 3 and use the detour the easternmost route

given in figure 5.2a. If they are driving from the west (Bergen, Molde, Stryn,

Ålesund, and others...), they can use the coastal road. The coastal route has

some ferry connections. The rout is more time consuming, but it is shorter than

the original route. It is assumed that the heavy traffic that drives the E6 route

must drive one extra hour in case of a bridge close down. No extra kilometers

are added.

It is assumed that all passenger cars drive the short detour route on the other side

of the valley, which is shown in figure 5.2b. The effects of the assumptions are

summarized in table 5.8. Google maps are used to find the extra kilometers and

to estimate the lost time caused by detouring.

Table 5.8: Traffic deviation assumptions.

Vehicle type AADT Extra kilometers Lost time [min]

Passenger vehicles 3804 7 25

Heavy vehicles Rv 3 851 38 56

Heavy vehicles E6 570 0 60

5.4.2 The daily socio-economic costs

The daily socio-economic cost of a bridge close down is calculated by equation

(5.6). The calculation result is summarized in table 5.7. The result is used for

the further calculations. One can see from the table that the cost is dominated

by the cost of lost time.
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The total daily cost calculations:

Cse,d =
3∑
i=1

Ck,i + Ct,i + Ca,i (5.6)

Where:

Ck,i = ck · (AADT)i · de,i · Pindex
Ct,i = ct · (AADT)i · tl,i · Pindex
Ca,i = ca · (AADT)i · de,i · Pindex

(5.7)

Where,i is the cost from each detour route. ck, ct, and ck is the basic cost values

given by table 5.4, 5.6, and 5.7 respectively. (AADT) is the annual average daily

traffic. de is the extra kilometers driven. tl is the lost time. Pindex is the inflation

adjustment factor.

Table 5.9: Daily cost of bridge close down.

Vehicle type:
Kilometer cost

[NOK/day]
Time cost

[NOK/day]
Accident cost
[NOK/day]

Total cost
[NOK/day]

Private vehicles 50 838 650 155 6990 707 984

Heavy vehicles Rv 3 145 495 589 200 8490 743 185

Heavy vehicles E6 0 422 835 0 422 835

Total: 196 333 1 662 191 15 481 1 874 004

5.4.3 Cost calculations

At this stage, no accurate calculations of the probability of failure have been

made. The first paragraph of this section considers the cost related to a bridge

failure. Thereafter, the costs related to introducing the different safety measures

are presented.
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The expected cost of failure (pfCf )

The representatives from the Norwegian Public Road Administrations informed

that the cost of building an interim bridge costs 35 million NOK. Additionally,

it is assumed that the demolition cost is 5 million. Adjusted for the tax financing

cost, which must be added to everything that is financed through the tax bill, the

total cost of construction and demolition is 48 million. It is assumed that in case

of bridge failure, it takes 60 days before a new interim bridge is built, and the

road can open. The sum of 60 days of daily costs is 112 million NOK. The total

cost of failure (Cf ) adds up to 160 million NOK. The cost of potential fatalities

and injuries by a bridge collapse is not included in the calculations.

In figure 5.3, the discounted expected cost of failure is plotted as a function of

the probability of failure. Equation (5.5) is used for the discounting. The cost

is discounted over 3.5 years. One can see from the figure that the expected cost

spans from 100 NOK to about 5.2 million NOK.

Figure 5.3: Discounted expected failure cost.
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A0 The cost of doing nothing is 0 NOK. The A0 alternative is the bench-

mark for economic considerations.

A1 The Norwegian Public Roads Administration’s report number 358 pro-

vides a calculation model to calculate the socio-economic benefit of

increasing the permitted axle load [3] and total weight. The model is

not really meant for calculating the cost reducing the axle load, but it is

the best estimate that can be found. It is assumed that the benefit of in-

creasing the axle load is equal to the cost of reducing the axle load. The

heavy vehicles can not utilize the potential load capacity. The vehicles

must drive more trips with less load. The model calculates the cost of

extra trips. It is assumed that the permitted axle load is reduced to days

10 ton to 8 ton. The model divides the cost of lorries and semitrailer

trucks. The AADT for heavy vehicles given by table 1.1 is 1336. It is

for simplicity assumed that the AADT of semitrailers trucks is 1000,

and the lorries are neglected. For a period of three and a half years, the

discounted cost of reducing the axle load is 348 million NOK. The full

calculation can be found in appendix A.1.

A2 A waiting time of only one minute per vehicle is used as a first estimate.

The discounted cost 1 minute of time cost per vehicle over a three and

a half year period adds up to 51 million NOK.
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A3 The cost of strengthening work is uncertain, and it depends on which

parts are needed to be strengthened. At this stage, no exact number

for the cost of the strengthening work is given. However, the cost of

closing down the bridge for four to six weeks is between 53 and 79

million NOK.

Approximately 10 % of the daily traffic volume passes the bridge be-

tween 22:00 and 06:00. The daily traffic amount is smaller in the winter

than in the summer. The AADT is 3334 in January [62]. If the work

is done at night in the winter, and the time consumption is 8 weeks the

total socio-economic cost is 53·2·0.10·3334/5140 = 6.9 million NOK.

The traffic is at it’s worst in July. If the work is done at night in July

the socio-economic cost is 15.9 million NOK. 5 million NOK is added

to compensate for working at night. A magnitude of 10 million NOK

must be expected for the strengthening work itself.

A4 The total costs of the interim bridge, including tax costs, are 42 million

NOK.

A5 To close down the bridge for three and a half years is both for economic

and politic reasons, barely an option at all. Three and a half years of

daily costs add up to a discounted cost of 2237 million NOK.

5.5 The period after 2023

The period after 2023 is going to be revisited in chapter 8, after the structural

analysis is carried out.
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Chapter 6
Traffic load model

The previously discussed sensitive analysis highlights the strong effect that the

load model has on the estimation of the probability of failure. This chapter is

uses the Norwegian regulation on the use of motor vehicles [41] and Danish

Road Directorates guideline for probability-based assessment of bridges [63]

to develop customized load models that consider the number and the type of

vehicle that drives over the bridge. Two distinct load models are going to be

developed. The first one considers the traffic situation before the new road is

finished. The second one considers the traffic situation after the new bridge is

finished.

6.1 Legal regulations and road classification

An overview of the Norwegian road classification system is given in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: [56] Load classes.

All bridges have a classification for ordinary transport. The ordinary transport

classification ranges from Bk6/28 to Bk10/60. The first number of the class

indicates the allowed axle weight. The second number indicates the permitted

total weight. Both figures are in metric tons. One can drive vehicles that sat-

isfy the requirement for ordinary transport without any permission. Many of

the roads are suitable for special transportation, and they are in addition to the

ordinary class, classified into road group A or road group B. On these roads, one

can search for permission to drive special vehicles that are heavier than ordinary

traffic (typically Sv12/65 to Sv12/80). The difference between road group A

and B is that road group A is more suited for heavy transport than road group B.

The permission can either be given time-unlimited or time-limited. How much

the load can be exceeded above the ordinary transport load depends on whether

or not the permission is time-limited and on the road classification of the road.

Further, the road can be classified for mobile cranes, special indivisible freight

transport (Sv12/100), and superloads. Superload is a load that is greater than all
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of the other load classes, and the cargo must be especially beneficial to society

[41, 56, 53].

The Norwegian regulation on the use of motor vehicles

The Norwegian regulation on the use of motor vehicles regulates and speci-

fies requirements for motor vehicles in Norway [41]. Chapter 5 regulates the

weight and dimensions of motor vehicles. The axle load, the total weight and

the dimensions of transport without any permission (ordinary transport) are reg-

ulated trough §5-4 to §5-7, transport with time-unlimited permission is regulated

trough §5-8 (light or wide special transport), and transport with time-limited

permission is regulated through the §5-9 and §5-10 (heavy or very wide special

transport).

Figure 6.3: Maximum load. The green dots to the right are the semitrailer trucks. The
three dots in the middle are the tipper trucks. The dots to the left are axle group loads.
The green line is the total load table. The other lines are the total weight table multiplied
with different multipliers.
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There are mainly two criteria that limit the vehicle load. The first criterion is the

axle load. There is a weight limit both for the axle, double axle, and triple axle

loads. In figure 6.2, the three first dots are the single, double, and triple axle

load. Note that the plot is only valid for Bk10/60 road group A roads. If the

road had been classified into another class, for instance, Bk6/28, the plot would

have looked different.

The second criterion is the permitted total weight of the vehicle. The allowed

weight is for the special transport regulated through the total weight table, which

can be found in § 5-8 clause 3 letter b [41]. The total weight table regulates the

maximum load one can have within a certain length. The table gives values for

the ordinary transport class, and the special transport classes are regulated by

multiplying a number to the total weight table. For instance, is the permitted

loads for the Sv12/100 found by multiplying the total weight table by 2. Trans-

port with more than three axles in one axle group must satisfy the total weight

table both for the single axle group and for the total axle distance, i.e., the total

distance between the first and the last axle. If the distance between the axles in

a multiple axle system is between 1.2 and 1.8 meters, the load on each axle can

not exceed 1/3 of the permitted load for a triple axle system. For the Sv12/100

none of the axles can be closer than 1.3 meters. The total weight table is plot-

ted figure 6.2. The first part of the green line, up to 50 tons, is the original

total weight table for roads that are classified as Bk10/50. The blue line is the

1.3 times the total weight table (Sv12/65), which are vehicles that can be driven

with a limited time restriction on Bk10/50 road class A roads. The red line is the

1.6 times the total weight table, and the black line is the 2 times the total weight

table, which are vehicles that can be driven on Bk10/50 road class A roads with

a time-limited restriction.

The restriction for the ordinary class is a bit more detailed. The total weight

of the vehicle is regulated depending on the type of vehicle. The weight of

a single-vehicle is regulated through table 2 [41], trucks with a full trailer (a
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trailer that is supported both by front and rear axles) are regulated through table

3a [41], and trucks with a semitrailer (a trailer without a front axle) is regulated

through table 3b [41]. Table 3a and b [41] gives many different load restrictions

depending on the number of axles on the truck itself, the number of axles on

the trailer, the distance between the axles in an axle group, and the distance

between the last axle on the truck and the first axle on the trailer. Because of the

vast number of combinations, only a few of them are plotted in figure 6.2. The

three green points in the middle are the weight limitation for a four-axle vehicle

(the tipper truck). The green points to the right are the weight limitation for a 3

axle truck with a 3 axle semitrailer (the semitrailer truck). Table 3b [41] gives

the minimum distance between the last axle on the truck to the first axle on the

trailer. The table is converted to give the total length between the first and the

last axle. The length between the first and the second axle on the truck is fixed

to 3 meters. The internal distance within the double axle group on the truck and

the internal distances within the triple axle group is fixed to 1.3 meters. The

distances can be seen in figure 6.4. As a reference, Volvo delivers its semitrailer

trucks with different wheelbase options. The wheelbase (the distance between

the first and the second axle) can be chosen to be between 3.0 to 3.9 meters [64].

Figure 6.4: Converting table 3b values [mm].

The Bk10/60 class is regulated trough §5-5.3a. The last part, between 50 and 60

tons, of the green line in figure 6.2 is the load regulation given by §5-5.3a. The

Bk10/60 regulation is an extension of the total weight table.

The load classes relevant for the bridge are summarized in table 6.1. The table
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also shows the rules that are relevant to each of the load classes. The increase in

the total weight is not proportional to the increase of the axle load.

Table 6.1: Load class summary.

Class name Abbreviation Dispensation
Time

limited

Times
the total

weight table

Total
weight
[ton]

Maximum
triple

axle load
[ton]

Ordinary

transport
Bk10/50 No No 1.00 50 24

Timber

transport
Bk10/60 No No 1.00 60 24

B-train Bk10/60 No No 1.00 60 24

Special

transport
Sv12/65 Yes No 1.30 65 26

Mobile crane Sv12/65 Yes No 2.00 65 28

Special

transport
Sv12/80 Yes Yes 1.60 80 28

Special transport

indivisible freight
Sv12/100 Yes Yes 2.00 100 30

Mobile crane Sv12/72 Yes Yes 2.00 72 30

The width of the vehicles

Vehicles are without any permission, in general, allowed to have a width of up

to 2.55 meters. Vehicles that are transporting indivisible freight can without

permission have a width up to 3.25 meters. Under special circumstances, it can

be searched to drive a load that has a width of 4.20 meters.

6.1.1 Types of vehicles and their use

There is a great variety of different heavy trucks types with different axle com-

binations depending very much on the use of the truck. Trucks are, for instance,

made for bulk, timber, vehicle, volume, fuel and gas, shipping container, sand,
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and gravel transport. A common denominator is that everybody wants to opti-

mize their profit and choose trucks optimized for their usage. For instance, if

one is transporting load with high density, one only needs a sufficiently long

truck to utilize the maximum load. On the other hand, if one is transporting

voluminous goods, it is advantageous to have a truck that is as long as possible.

Three different very typical trucks are chosen and will, later on, be used to study

the load effects on the bridge.

Figure 6.5: The silhouette of a tipper truck [mm].

The tipper truck is a truck often used for earthmoving on and between construc-

tion sites. It is desirable to have a compact truck that can be maneuvered on

winding gravel roads. At the same time, the truck must be long enough to be

permitted to drive a heavy load. It is of interest to have a rugged truck. This

type of truck uses to have leaf springs, which are more solid than air suspension

[35]. The figure 6.5 is a silhouette of the shortest tipper truck that is permitted

to have a 32-ton total weight. The same axle arrangement, like that in figure 6.5,

is often found on concrete trucks.

Figure 6.6: The silhouette of a semitrailer truck [mm].
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The most common truck type for long-distance transport is a six-axle semitrailer

truck. The truck itself has three axles (1 + 2), and the trailer has three axles. This

is a type of truck that satisfies the Bk10/50 class. The figure 6.6 is the silhouette

of the shortest semitrailer tuck that can have a 50-ton total weight. If the distance

between the last axle on the truck to the first axle on the trailer is shorter than

the 5.7 meters, the total weight must be reduced.

Figure 6.7: The silhouette of a B-train [mm].

The B-train (EuroCombi) is a type of truck that is relatively new in Norway. A

trail arrangement started in 2008, and the final approval came in 2014. Since

then, the number of B-trains on Norwegian roads has been ever-increasing [37].

The silhouette in figure 6.7 is the B-train with the smallest total wheelbase that

can drive legal and with the least number of axles that can drive legally with a

60-ton total weight. Almost every truck used for long-distance transport has air

suspension, which makes it possible for the driver to see the weight on each and

every axle [35].

Figure 6.8: A vehicle that satisfies two times the total table [mm].

Furthermore, there is a great variety of axle combinations for special transport
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classes. The silhouette in figure 6.8 is an example of a Bk12/100 truck. A truck

with this axle configuration cannot utilize a 100-ton total weight, but the internal

axle groups are fully utilized according to two times the total weight table. The

five last axles are arranged so that they maximize the bending moment long an

8 meter long simply supported beam.

Figure 6.9: The shortest 100 ton vehicle [mm].

In general, will the load effect from a Bk12/100 truck that utilizes the maximum

total weight be closer to the load effect of an idealized distributed load than a

6-axle semitrailer truck. The regulations allow a relatively higher increase in the

total weight than the increase of the axle load. One needs at least 10 axles to be

able to utilize a 100-ton total weight with an as short as possible vehicle, which

is a 15.41-meter long vehicle. The vehicle is shown in figure 6.9 is the shortest

vehicle that can legally have a 100-ton load.

6.2 Further considerations regarding the Norwe-

gian load model

The characteristic static loads without the dynamic amplification given by the

R412 handbook [53, 56] are plotted against the legal loads in figure 6.10. The

handbook R412 dynamic load has a magnitude of 40% of one single axle load,

which is 40 kN (4.08 ton) for Bk10/60 and 48kN (4.89 ton) for Bk12/100 [53,

56]. In figure 6.10, the pink dots closest to the Bk10/60 line are from the left,
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the axle loads, the vehicle load at 7 meters, the Bk10/50 semitrailer load at 16

meters and at 18 meters the Bk10/60 semitrailer load respectively. The pink

dots closest to the bk12/100 line are from the left, the axle loads, the vehicle

load, and the semitrailer load, respectively. The density of the loads is plotted in

figure 6.11. A short load is denser than a long load.

Figure 6.10: The Norwegian Public Roads Administration loads. The green dots to the
right are the semitrailer trucks. The three dots in the middle are the tipper trucks. The
dots to the left are axle group loads. The green line is the total load table. The black
line is two times the total weight table. The pink dots are the Hb R412 static loads.

By comparing the maximum permitted load with the Norwegian Roads Admin-

istrations load model, it is evident that there is not full consistency between the

load regulation and the load model. The Norwegian load model loads are close

to the total weight table, but for the Bk10/50 ordinary transport, the total weight

table does not give the maximum permitted load. The maximum loads are given

by table 2, table 3a, and table 3b [41]. The few loads from the tables that are

plotted in figure 6.10 and 6.11 is well above the total weight table. The charac-
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Figure 6.11: The Norwegian Public Roads Administration load density. The green dots
to the right are the semitrailer trucks. The three dots in the middle are the tipper trucks.
The dots to the left are axle group loads. The green line is the total load table. The black
line is two times the total weight table. The pink dots are the Hb R412 static loads.

teristic load model loads are underneath the permitted load. The case is different

for the Bk10/60 load. The Bk10/60 load is above the permitted load. The lack

of consistency can lead to an underestimation of the load effect from a Bk10/50

(semitrailer) truck compared to a Bk10/60 (B-train) truck. As shown in chapter

7.3, the load effect on cross-section B-B is almost the same for both the tipper

truck, the semitrailer truck, and the B-train. Therefore can none of the trucks

automatically be neglected when estimating the number of relevant vehicles in

section 6.3.2.
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6.3 The probabilistic traffic load model

For the probabilistic modeling, the ordinary transport (Bk10/60) and special

transport that satisfy two times the total weight table, i.e., the (Sv12/100) and

mobile cranes (Sv12/72), are considered. The special transport is controlled first

with the assumption that it can drive over the bridge simultaneously with ordi-

nary traffic and then with the assumption that the special vehicle has to drive

centric over the bridge.

A load model shall principally describe all possible traffic situations, ranging

from free-flowing traffic to congested traffic. A full dynamic amplification can

only be achieved with free-flowing traffic. In a completely congested traffic

situation, dynamic amplification does not take place. As one can see from the

load position in section 6.3.1, only one vehicle fits within the 8-meter beam span

of cross-section A-A. For cross-section B-B, the situation is a little worse. An

arch is sensitive to concentrated loads, and load on one side only. The Stavå

bridge arch is slightly tilted. The northern support is in the vertical plane almost

2 meters higher than the southern support. Therefore, the vehicle must be placed

on the northern side of the arch to provoke the most critical forces. The influence

line of loads that contributes to an exacerbated stress state at the critical cross-

section is therefore considered to be equal to 28.3 meters, which is the length

between the top of the arch abutment column and the arch crown. The total

length of a typical semitrailer truck is roughly 15-19 meters. The speed limit

over the bridge is 80 km/h. If one assumes that it must be at minimum a 1-

second gap between the vehicles driving at the speed limit, the distance between

two vehicles is (80/3.6 = 20.5) 20.5 meters. Two semitrailer trucks cannot be

within the influence line at the same time (15 + 20.5 = 35.5 > 28.3).

If a congested traffic situation is even close to the decisive load case, the traf-

fic must be congested in both driving lanes on the north side of the arch only.
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Arches perform well under evenly distributed load over the complete arch. A

load on the south side will have a positive influence. One can maximally fit two

semitrailer trucks within the influence line, and then the trucks must be parked

as close as possible into each other. In such a situation, all the drivers have to

ignore the sign, which tells that heavy vehicles must keep at least 50 meters

distance. This situation is highly unlikely. At the same time, the dynamic am-

plification factor can be neglected. Due to this, the congested traffic situation

neglected.

Breaking events are extremely unlikely to happen in combination with extreme

loads. Breaking events are neglected without further reasoning.

6.3.1 The load position

Longitudinal

The critical cross-sections are found by the deterministic analyses. As men-

tioned in section 1.1 several recalculations have been conducted. Every re-

port has, dependent on the analysis method, pointed at different critical cross-

sections.

As previously mentioned, the structural analysis in this thesis is restricted to

cross-sections A-A and B-B. The traffic load situations yielding the highest

forces at the considered cross-sections are shown in figure 6.12. LA and LB

refer to the traffic loads at cross-sections A-A and B-B, respectively. For cross-

section A-A the worst load position is when the load, which is a triple axle

system for the ordinary transport class, is placed almost in the middle of the

8.1-meter span. The influence line for which loads contributes negatively to the

stress state is considered to be the 8.1-meter span.

The worst load placement for cross-section B-B is considered to be when a

distributed load is placed, starting from the arches center, on the north side of the
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arch [48]. For cross-section B-B, the influence line for which loads contribute

negatively to the stress state is considered to be the 28.3-meter span shown in

figure 6.12.

The property of the load for the two cross-sections and the different transport

classes is considered more carefully in section 7.2.2.

Figure 6.12: The load position.

Transverse

For the ordinary transport situation, the transverse vehicle position is assumed

deterministic. Figure 6.13 shows the contour of two meeting trucks on the

bridge. A standard truck is 2.5 meters wide without the side view mirrors. The

distance from guard rail to guard rail is 6.0 meters. As one can see from the

figure, there is not much space for a different transverse position.
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Figure 6.13: Traverse load position ordinary transport [mm].

The special transport trucks are, in many cases, even wider than ordinary trucks.

It is questionable if a special transport truck and an ordinary truck can meet at

the bridge at all. In the case where the special transport trucks are instructed

to drive centric over the bridge, the vehicle position is treated as a normally

distributed variable. The mean of the distribution is at the center of the beam,

and the standard deviation is 0.5 meters. Figure 6.14 shows the probability

density function of the random variable. A truck cannot drive outside the bridge.

Therefore the resultant vehicle force is restricted to maximally 1.75 meters out

from the center.

Figure 6.14: Traverse load position Bk12/100 [mm].
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6.3.2 The extreme value distribution

The probability distribution for the traffic load is defined by equation (6.1).

Where ν1, ν2, and ν12 are the intensity of the lane 1 traffic, the lane 2 traffic,

and meeting events, respectively. T is the reference period; in this case, one

traffic year. F1(q), F2(q) and F12(q) are the load effect form lane 1, lane 2 and

simultaneous load in lane 1 and lane 2 respectively. When the simultaneous

load effect (F12(q)) is calculated, it is conservatively assumed that the load ef-

fect from each truck is the same as if they had met at the worst load position,

which is the load positions shown in figure 6.12.

The traffic flow is assumed to be a Poisson process. Thus, it is assumed that

the average rate of vehicles passing the bridge is constant, the occurrence of one

vehicle does not affect the probability that another vehicle passes (independent

events), and two vehicles cannot occur at the same time.

Fmax(q) = exp (−(ν1 − ν12)T (1− F1(q)))

exp (−(ν2 − ν12)T (1− F2(q)))

exp (−ν12T (1− F12(q)))
(6.1)

The intensity of meeting events can be calculated by equation (6.2).

ν12 = ν1ν2(
L1 + l1
V1

+
L2 + l2
V2

) (6.2)

L1 and L2 are the vehicle lengths, l1 and l2 are the influence lengths, and V1 and

V2 are the vehicle speeds for lane 1 and lane 2 respectively.
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6.3.3 The number of relevant vehicles

Vehicles that can utilize the permitted axle load

Figure 6.15: [60] Length distribution of heavy vehicles.

Only the heaviest vehicles are of interest. The passenger cars are neglected.

The Norwegian Public Road Administration has automatic measuring stations

that count and measure the length of the vehicles that paces the station. The

data in figure 6.15 are from Garli, which is on the E6 some kilometers north

of the bridge. The AADT of heavy vehicles over the bridge is 1337 (ref. table

1.1). The overall chassis length of the tipper truck is not less than 9.4 meters

[65]. All the vehicle shorter than this is assumed not to be decisive vehicles.

100 − 19 − 24/2 = 69% of the vehicles are assumed to either be semitrailer

trucks, B-trains, or tipper trucks. Table A.2 and A.3 provides information on the

share of the heavy vehicles that utilizes the permitted axle load, 0.73(1−0.35) =

48%. Finally, it is assumed that 0.48 · 69 = 33% of the heavy vehicles both

utilizes the axle load and are either semitrailer trucks, B-trains, or tipper trucks.

It assumed that 25% are tipper trucks, 50 % are semitrailers, and 25% are B-

trains.

It is assumed that 200 Sv12/100 special transport vehicles drive over the bridge
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every year.

Further assumptions

• The number of hours in which vehicles are using the road network is as-

sumed to be 15 hours per day.

• The vehicle speed in both directions is assumed to be 80 km/h.

• Both vehicle lengths are assumed to be 19 m.

• The influence length is either 8.1 m or 28.3 m.

Intensities the relevant events

Table 6.2 shows the intensity for the ordinary transport. Table 6.3 shows the

intensity for the special transport. ν12 is in table 6.3 the number of meeting

events between a special transport vehicle and a ordinary transport vehicle. The

numbers are round of upwards to the closest integer.

Table 6.2: The intensities for the ordinary transport, Bk10/60.

Bk10/60 Year
Intensity [Trucks/year] 2019 2023

ν1 117121 4517

ν2 117121 4517

ν12 (Internal 8.1 m span) 803 3

ν12 (28.3 m) 1401 5
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Table 6.3: The intensities for the special transport, Sv12/100.

Sv12/100 Year
Intensity [Trucks/year] 2019 2023

ν1 100 6

ν2 100 6

ν12 (Internal 8.1 m span) 2 1

ν12 (28.3 m) 3 1

6.3.4 On the probabilistic property of each vehicle

On the benefit and disadvantages of driving with to heavy load

Most of the trucking companies benefit from driving overload. The more freight

one can transport at once, the higher the profit becomes. On the other hand, the

expenses of getting caught with overload are high. In Norway, the fine is 450

NOK per 100 kg overload the first 5000 kg, then 700 NOK per 100 kg [58]. In

extreme cases, the companies or drivers can lose the license to drive trucks in

Norway. Trucking companies can, and some do, speculate in overloading [57].

They optimize the profit with the expected cost of getting caught as a part of the

equation. News articles about people getting caught are written regularly, and

sometimes the fine exceeds 100 000 NOK [61].

Weight and axle configurations

The weight of each vehicle is assumed to be normally distributed. The axle

arrangement and the length of the vehicles are made so that they just fulfill the

regulation’s minimum requirements for the given vehicle class. In this way,

consistency between the different transport classes and between the different

types of vehicles are provided. The vehicles are made with an axle spacing as

short as permitted. The load on each axle in an axle group is assumed to be
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equal on all the axles, even though one is allowed to have internal variations

between the axles. One is, for instance, allowed to 11.5 ton on the drive axle.

This assumption is also made in order to keep the calculations as consistent

as possible. The static load effect on the bridge caused by a vehicle that just

fulfills the regulations minimum requirements is assumed to be defined as the

50%-fractile of the vehicle weight distribution.

It is chosen to use different standard deviations for the different types of trucks.

The tipper trucks do usually have leaf suspensions. The driver does not know

the weight of the truck precisely. Experienced excavator operators know how

many buckets one can fill into a truck without exceeding the weight limits [35].

However, they usually operate with the mean value, and the weight of soil is

varying. A standard deviation of 4 is assumed for tipper trucks.

The long-distance trucks have, in most cases, air suspension. The driver knows

the weight of the truck more precisely. The weight control of trucks operates

with a safety margin that is meant to take into consideration that snow and ice

can form on the truck. Sometimes the drivers use this safety margin to more load

[35]. The heaviest special transport trucks are required to have air suspension.

A standard of 2.5 tons is assumed for both the semitrailer truck, the B-train, and

special transport trucks.

Wtipper ∼ N(32, 4) (6.3)

Wsemi = WB−train = WSv12/100 ∼ N(50/60/100, 2.5) (6.4)

Where, Wtipper, Wsemi, WB−train, WSv12/100 is the probability distribution of the

tipper, semitrailer, B-train, and special transport tuck respectively.
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The dynamic amplification factor

The distribution given by the danish standard is used. The dynamic amplifica-

tion factor is defined by equation (6.5) and (6.6).

Kt = 1 + St (6.5)

St = N(
41.5

9.81w
,

41.5

9.81w
) (6.6)

The model recognizes that the dynamic amplification factor is smaller for a big

load than for a small load. The heavier the vehicle is, the more its dampers

contribute to the damping of the complete system. Heavy vehicles also tend to

have more axles than a lighter vehicle. All the axles can not hit a bump or a

pothole at the same time. The magnification of the axle force will, with high

probability, not coincide.

The extreme events are caused by vehicles with overloaded or destroyed dampers,

making the damping small and the stiffness of the dampers big. At the same time

must the vehicle hit a surface irregularity/-ies that have the right position and at

the correct speed [27].

There are mainly two types of suspension for trucks and trailers. One of them

is leaf spring suspension. The other is air suspension. Leaf spring suspension

tends to be stiffer than air suspension, which in general leads the leaf spring

suspension to provoke a higher dynamic amplification than the air suspension

[27]. Air suspension has the advantage that the truck driver easy can know the

axle loads of the truck.

The traffic load model uncertainty

The traffic load model uncertainty (It) is modeled as a normally distributed vari-

able with the mean value of 1 and a coefficient of variation of 0.10, 0.15, or 0.20
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depending on the circumstances. The danish standard recommends using 0.15

for special transport and 0.20 for ordinary transport. The traffic load model

uncertainty is introduced to the calculation model by multiplying it to the load.

The number of ordinary vehicles is in the case of the Stavå bridge known to

much greater accuracy than the number of special trucks. It is chosen to use a

CoV of 0.20 both for the ordinary traffic situation and for special transport.
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Chapter 7
Assessment of load bearing capacity

This chapter contains a description of the mechanical model that is used. Several

simplifications have been made and some load effects, due to temperature and

wind, are neglected. A description of the simplifications and the neglected loads

are given. The chapter is describing the considered load cases, and how the

load is distributed and transferred to the critical cross-sections. At the end a

probabilistic capacity assessment is carried out on the two critical cross-sections

using Monte Carlo simulations. Matlab scripts have been developed and are

used for the execution of the Monte Carlo Simulations.

7.1 The mechanical model

7.1.1 General assumptions and simplifications

Simplified models have been developed to determine the forces at the critical

cross-sections. The models are partly based on analytical solutions and partly

based on two-dimensional finite element modeling. The bridge beam is treated

as a continuous beam on rigid supports. The arch deflection is not considered

when calculating the forces in the beam. The arch is modeled a free-standing
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arch, separately form the bridge beam. The stiffness of the bridge beam is ne-

glected when calculating the forces in the arch. All the additional moments

caused by the load are transferred to the arch only.

The assumption is conservative, at least with regard to the stresses in the arch.

The deflection of the arch leads in reality to additional stresses in the bridge

beam. The stiffness of the bridge beam is reduced compared to the stiffness of

the arch. In this way, some of the extra moments are transferred to the arch. The

bridge is ductile enough for moments to be redistributed. The assumption can

be seen as a redistribution of moments from the bridge beam to the arch.

The modeling is based on a linear elastic analysis where all the elements are

assumed to be uncracked, and the reinforcement ratio is assumed to be constant

over the complete bridge. The bridge beam is modeled as a straight beam even

though it, in reality, is slightly curved in the spans closest to the abutments. The

geometry of the bridge is based on the original construction drawings.

The geometrical imperfections of the arch were measured. The measurements

are given on an old as-built drawing. It is written on the drawing that some of the

measurements are affected by wind [2]. Geometrical changes to the construc-

tion caused by creep, shrinkage, and alkali-silica reactions are not considered.

Creep and shrinkage have a shrinking effect on the concrete. Alkali-silica reac-

tions are leading to an expansion of the concrete [42]. The geometrical changes

must in itself be treated as a probabilistic variable. It is outside the scope of this

master thesis to make probabilistic models for creep, shrinkage, and alkali-silica

reactions. For the reasons mentioned above the geometrical imperfections is ne-

glected.

The restraint stresses that may have arisen as a consequence of the bitumen

filled expansion joint are neglected. Temperature load and wind load are also

neglected.
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7.1.2 Force distribution

Transverse

The bridge beam is simplified as a single span statically determined beam, which

is torsionally fixed by the cross members between the T-beams webs. The bridge

beams mechanical substitute system can be seen in figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Idealization for the transverse force calculations.

The traverse force distribution is calculated by the use of the flexibility method,

i.e., by defining and solving a compatibility condition. In figure 7.2, the cross-

section is divided at the middle, and the unknown force is found by solving the

equation.

δaa = δap (7.1)

Where, δap is the deflection caused by the applied force P , and δaa is the deflec-

tion caused by the unknown force Xa. The deflection δaa has three components:

δaa1 is caused by bending, δaa2 is caused by rotation, and δaa3 is caused by trans-

verse bending.
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Figure 7.2: [5] The transverse force calculations method.

Solving the compatibility condition given by equation (7.1) gives the solution

for Xa that is given by equation (7.2) [5].

Xa =
P
L

2
L

+ π2a2EIHBB

2L3GIT
+ π4a3EIHBB

24L4EIPlate

(7.2)
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Where, P = 2e
a

when F = 1, L is the length of the span, a is the distance be-

tween the two webs , EIHBB is the bending stiffness of half the bridge beam,

GIt is the torsional stiffness, and EIplate is the bending stiffness of the complete

middle plate.

The equilibrium calculation finally finds the force distributing to each side of

the cross-section in equitation 7.3 and 7.4.

FHBB1 = 0.5 +
P

2
−Xa (7.3)

FHBB2 = 0.5− P

2
+Xa (7.4)

The geometrical measurements of the cross-section can be found in figure 7.25.

The flange height varies between 210 mm and 250 mm. For the determination

of the transverse force distribution, a constant cross-section height of 230 mm is

assumed.

The solution of the transverse force distribution shall be found in a place be-

tween the solution one gets when the cross-section is considered completely

rigid and when the force is calculated with the law of the lever. The ratio L/a

is small for all spans. The stiffness in the longitudinal direction is rather big

compared to the stiffness in the transverse direction. The transverse force distri-

bution is quite close to the law of the lever arm solution.

The load distribution between the two sides of the bridge beam for the ordinary

traffic situation is given by table 7.1. The transverse position of the trucks is

probabilistic when the load position of the special transport class is assumed to

be centric.
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Table 7.1: Load distribution between the two sides of the bridge beam.

Cross-section Span length [mm] Beam 1 Beam 2
A-A 8067 0.8291 0.1709

B-B 4177 0.8394 0.1606

Longitudinal

The bridge beam is considered as a continuous beam on rigid supports in the

longitudinal direction. The beam reaction forces are transferred through the

columns, either to the ground or to the arch. Figure shows the bride beams

mechanical model. The position of the critical traffic load is also shown.

Figure 7.3: The top beam with traffic load.

The transition zone between the bridge beam and the arch is a challenge to

model. The part of the traffic load that is on the transition zone is applied directly

to the arch. The rest of the traffic load is applied to the bridge beam. It is

chosen to model the transition between the arch and the bridge beam as a pinned

support. The transition support reaction force is added to the arch as a distributed

force. The other reaction forces are applied to the arch as point loads. Figure

7.4 shows how the traffic load is applied to the arch.
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Figure 7.4: The arch with traffic load.

The bridge beam is divided in the middle of each span. The load effect of the

beam sections and the columns are applied as point loads. The weight of the

transition zone is applied as a distributed load.

Figure 7.5: The arch with self weight.

7.1.3 The geometry of the arch

The finite element program Robot structural analysis is used to model the arch.

Only one of the two arches is modeled. Two-dimensional elements are used.

The geometry from the original construction drawings is used. The centerline

of the arch is used as geometrical input. The drawings give 21 arch coordinates.

The arch elements are straight between these points. Figure 7.6 shows how the

arch is divided into straight elements. The cross-section of the arch is tapered.

The cross-section height at the supports is 1910 mm. At the crown, the cross-
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section height is 1100 mm.

Figure 7.6: The geometry of the arch.

Figure 7.7 shows the transition between the bridge beam and the arch. The

figure shows the reinforcement in the arch, but not the reinforcement in the

bridge beam. Shear reinforcement connects the bridge beam to the arch. It is

assumed that the arch is stiffer in the transition zone. The height of the arch set

to be 1330 mm for the complete transition zone, which is the sum of the bridge

beam flange and the arch height.

Figure 7.7: [2] The transition zone between the bridge beam and the arch.

The northern support of the arch is 1.8 meters higher than the southern support.

The angle between the horizontal plane and the arch supports connecting the
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line is 1.9 degrees. In figure 7.8, the surface coordinates of the arch are rotated

1.9 degrees around the crown. The arch is rotated so that both supports are

on the horizontal plane. One can see that the arch is symmetric. Also, the

column placement on the arch is symmetric. A hyperbolic cosine and a parabolic

function are fitted so that the function, by definition, goes directly through the

northern support and the top point of the arch. The hyperbolic cosine and the

parabolic function are important because they are the anti-funicular form of an

arch that is exposed to an evenly distributed load that is distributed over the

complete arch and applied perpendicular to the supports connecting line. The

hyperbolic cosine function is the anti-funicular form when the distributed load

flows the shape of the arch [5]. The parabolic function is the anti-funicular

form when the distributed load is straight. An anti-funicular formed structure is

a structure that carries the applied force only by pure compression. However,

gravity does not work perpendicular to the supports connecting line. The gravity

works with a 1.9 degrees angle to the connecting line. One can decompose the

gravity force into one component working perpendicular to the connection line

and one component working parallel to the connecting line. The perpendicular

component carried approximately by pure compression. The parallel component

will introduce some moments in the arch.

7.2 Loads

7.2.1 Permanent and quasi permanent loads

The permanent and quasi permanent load properties

The permanent load, i.e., the self-weight, is modeled with a normal distribu-

tion. The mean concrete density is 25 kN/m3 and the CoV is 0.05. The quasi-

permanent loads, such as the guard rails and the asphalt is modeled with a nor-

mal distribution. The mean density of the asphalt is 25 kN/m3 and the guard rail
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Figure 7.8: The form of the arch [mm].

is assumed to have a weight of 150 kg/m. The asphalt thickness was in 2007

measured to be 5 cm [6].The CoV is 0.1 for the quasi-permanent loads.

The geometry given by 7.21 is used for the calculations of the bridge beams

self-weight. The calculated values are given by table 7.2 correspond to values

for the half of the bridge beam.
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Table 7.2: The half bridge beam self weight.

Material: Load [kN/m]:
Asphalt 4,5

Gelander 1

Concrete 31,8

Sum: 37,3

The forces from the bridge beam and the columns applied on the arch are given

by table 7.3. The correspond to the value from half the bridge deck. TZ is the

force applied in the transition zone. As shown in figure 7.5, the transition force

is distributed over the complete transition zone. The self-weight of the arch

itself is calculated directly by robot structural analysis.

Table 7.3: Self-weight forces applied on the arch.

Column number: 1 2 3 TZ 4 5 6
Total force [kN]: 273,82 229,65 195,00 566,53 187,65 219,02 260,13

Model uncertainty

The model uncertainty for the permanent and quasi-permanent loads is assumed

to be normally distributed. The mean value is 0 and the standard deviation equal

to 5 % of the mean value of the sum of the permanent and the quasi-permanent

load. The model uncertainty is added to the basic variable [63].

7.2.2 Traffic load cases

Cross-section A-A

From the previous studies, it was found that the worst load case for cross-section

A-A is an axle group consisting of three axles. Almost every vehicle presented
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in 6.1.1 has a triple axle group. The triple axle group is almost always at the

back end of the vehicle. The vehicles are in one of the driving lanes driving of

the bridge. The axle/-es in front of the triple axle system will not contribute to

the span moment. In the other lane, the axles in front of the triple axle system

can be in the second span. The other axles can reduce the span moment in span

one. This positive effect is, however, neglected. The load effect from the second

lane on the beam under lane one is much smaller than the load effect from the

first lane on the beam under lane one. The positive effect is rather small. The

calculations are also harder to carry through. The load effect from each single

vehicle type must in such case be considered more closely.

The finite element program Robot structural analysis is used to find most un-

favourable load position and calculate the load effect. The northern side of the

bridge beam is modeled as a continuous beam. The triple axle load system is

applied as a discrete movable load on the beam. Each load step is set to be 0.1

meters. The legal limit for a triple axle group load is 24 tons for the ordinary

transport class. The 24-ton load is divided equally between each axle. Each axle

has an 8-ton weight. The minimum permitted distance between the axles is 1.3

meters. The load case is shown in figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9: Load case for cross-section A-A ordinary transport [mm].
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For the Bk12/100 special transport class, it is not given that a triple axle system

gives the worst load case. As shown in section 6.1, the increase of the axle

load is much smaller than the increase in the total weight. One can risk that an

axle group consisting of more than three axles is a worse load case than a triple

axle group. To approximately find the worst legal load case, the bridge span is

idealized as a statically determined beam. The load is considered as an evenly

distributed load. The substitute system can be seen in figure 7.10. As shown

in figure 6.11, the density of the load (q) falls off as the length of the load gets

bigger. The q used in the calculation is the q given by the 2 times the total weight

table, which is the black line in figure 6.11. The distributed load is placed in the

middle of the beam. The length c is the variable. Equation (7.5) is the equation

for the maximum span moment [25].

Figure 7.10: Bk12/100 load case calculations.

Mmax =
A2

2q
+ Aa (7.5)

Where, a is the distance between the first support to the start of the load, A is

the first supports reaction force. A is found by equation (7.6).

A = qc(2b+ c)2L (7.6)

Where, L is the length of the span, b is the distance between the end of the load

to the second support. c is the length of the load.
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Figure 7.11: Worst load effect Bk12/100 calculation result.

Figure 7.11 shows the maximum span moment as a function of the length of the

distributed load. One can see from the figure that the maximum load is caused

by a 5 meters long distributed load. However, the distance between the axles

must be at least 1.3 meters for the Bk12/100 load. It is chosen to use an axle

group with 5 axles. The distance between the first and the last axle in the axle

group is 5.21 meters, and the total permitted load within the 5.21 meters is 49.6

tons. The load is evenly distributed between the axles. Each axle has a 9.92-ton

load. The final BK12/100 lode case for cross-section A-A is shown in figure

7.12.

Figure 7.12: The final Bk12/100 cross-section A-A load case [mm].
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Cross-section B-B

The deterministic load analysis carried out by Aas Jakobsen uses the Norwegian

Public Road Administrations load model to find the worst load case [48]. This

is used as input in the current study for. The dynamic amplification factor is

also considered differently in this thesis. The characteristic load is, contrary to

the Norwegian load model, expressed without the dynamic amplification factor.

The load position that was found by the use of the Norwegian Public Road Ad-

ministrations load model is used in further considerations, despite the fact that

the worst load position can be a little different. One is not guaranteed that the

very worst load position is found.

For the ordinary transport case, it is chosen to use the vehicles presented in

section 6.1.1 as load cases. In figure 7.13, the first load case is the 32-ton tipper

truck. Load case 2 is a 50-ton semitrailer. Load case 3a is the B-train from

section 6.1.1. Load case 3b is a B-train where the trailer from load case 2 is used

as part of a B-train. Additionally, a fourth load case is applied. The Bk10/50 and

Bk10/60 load case from the Norwegian Public Road Administrations load model

is applied without the dynamic amplification factor. The Norwegian standard

treats the Bk10/50 load as a 500 kN load that is distributed over 16 meters. It

treats the Bk10/60 load as a 600 kN load distributed over 18 meters. All the

load cases are applied so that the back end of the vehicles are at the center of the

bridge.
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Figure 7.13: Load cases for cross-section B-B [mm].
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The weight of each of the axles is given in table 7.4. The axle groups closest

to the center of the bridge are loaded to the legal maximum. The load is evenly

distributed between axles in one axle group. The single front axle is never fully

utilized because of the total vehicle weight limitation. On can see that when the

B-train (load case 3b) is built up with the semitrailer from load case 2, the first

three axles must be loaded with a small load.

Table 7.4: The weight of each axle ordinary transport.

Axle nr: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total weight
limit [ton]:Load case: Axle weight [ton]:

1 - - - - 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 32

2 - - 8,0 9,0 9,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 50

3a - 6,0 9,0 9,0 9,0 9,0 9,0 9,0 60

3b 6,0 6,0 6,0 9,0 9,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 60

The Bk12/100 load case is applied in the same position as the load cases from

the ordinary transport class. Table 7.5 gives the weight of each single axle of the

Bk12/100 vehicle shown in figure 7.14. The first axle is limited by the single

axle weight limit. The triple axle group in the middle is limited by the triple axle

weight limit. The axle group is limited by the two times the total weight table.

Figure 7.14: Load case Bk12/100 special transport cross-section B-B [mm].
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Table 7.5: The weight of each axle Bk12/100 special transport.

Axle nr: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total weight
limit [ton]:Load case: Axle weight [ton]:

5 12 10 10 10 9.67 9.67 9.67 9.67 9.67 9.67 100

7.3 Load effect

7.3.1 Cross-section A-A

The values are values for the half-bridge beam. The moment diagram for the

characteristic self-weight and the static part of the ordinary transport tipple axle

group are shown in figure 7.15 and 7.16. The moment diagram for the Bk12/100

special transport is shown in appendix C. It is important to notice that the charac-

teristic load value only is a single arbitrary point on the probability distribution,

which defines a certain fractile of the probability distribution. The characteristic

cross-section moments are given in table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Characteristic cross-section A-A moments.

Characteristic load: Moment [kNm]
Self weight 189

Ordinary transport traffic load 291

Spacial transport traffic load 493

Figure 7.15: Self weight moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure 7.16: Triple axle group moment diagram [kNm].

7.3.2 Cross-section B-B

Several load cases have been studied. The moment and normalforce diagram

for the self-weight and one of the traffic load cases are shown to give the reader

an overview of the load situation. The other diagrams are found in appendix C.

The characteristic loads are given by table 7.7.

Table 7.7: Characteristic moments and normalforces cross-section B-B.

Characteristic load: Moment [kNm] normal force [kN]
Self weight 282 1260

Ordinary transport:
Load case 1 670 259

Load case 2 695 326

Load case 3a 668 343

Load case 3b 679 345

Load case 4a 631 336

Load case 4b 574 301

Special transport:
Load case 5 1263 590

The table shows that the self-weight is dominant for the normal force in the arch.

The traffic load is dominant for the moment. The load effect form the three dif-

ferent vehicles are very similar. The B-train (load case 3) causes the smallest
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moment and the biggest normal force. The semitrailer truck (load case 2) gives

the biggest moment. One can also see that the Norwegian Public Road Admin-

istrations load model underestimates the load effect from a Bk10/50 semitrailer

truck (load case 4b) compared to the load effect from a Bk10/60 B-train (load

case 4a).

Figure 7.17: Self-weight moment diagram [kNm].

Figure 7.18: Self-weight normal force diagram [kN].
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Figure 7.19: Semitrailer truck moment diagram [kNm].

Figure 7.20: Semitrailer truck normal force diagram [kN].

7.4 The material modeling

7.4.1 The material properties

The concrete compression strength

Old drawings from the time when the bridge was built state that the concrete

which was used is B-concrete [2]. B-concrete is associated with an in situ cylin-
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der compression strength of 11.5 MPa. Further information on the calculations

of the concrete compression strength can be found in appendix B. The measured

characteristic concrete strength is equal to 10.37 MPa when the statistical un-

certainty is taken into account. The concrete compression strength distribution

is nearly log-normal with a mean value of 17.37 and a CoV of 0.3.

The reinforcement yield strength

The earlier reports on the condition of the bridge state that the reinforcement

steel quality is St.00, i.e., unclassified steel, which usually has the same proper-

ties as St.37 [43]. The reinforcement bars are plain. The same steel classification

system was used in Denmark and Norway at that time. The Danish standard pro-

vides information on the reinforcement distribution. For reinforcement bars with

diameter greater than 16 mm, the steel yield strength is modeled as log-normal

distributed with mean 293 MPa and standard deviation 25 MPa. This steel qual-

ity is quite different from the steel that is used in modern structures. Among

others the ratio between the ultimate tensile strength and the yield strength is

very big. According to the Danish standard, the ultimate tensile strength can be

represented by, a log-normal distribution with a mean value of 431 MPa and a

standard deviation of 25 MPa. The characteristic yield strength (fyk) is given

to be 225 MPa, and the characteristic ultimate tensile strength (fuk) is given to

be 360 MPa. The characteristic corresponds to the 0.1%-fractile of the proba-

bility distribution [63]. The ratio between the two is 360/225 = 1.6. Eurocode

1992-1-1 annex C prescribes a minimum ratio of 1.15 [13]. The characteristic

steel resistance is defined in the Eurocode as the 5%-fractile. The small devia-

tion between the definitions makes a small difference between the numbers, but

they are almost directly comparable to each other. According to the Norwegian

standard NS 227; Rules for reinforced concrete construction design, which was

the standard valid at the time the bridge was constructed, the reinforcement steel

must have a minimum elongation of 20% [43].
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7.4.2 Degradation

The modeling of the degradation is based on the studies of Enright and Fran-

gopol [28]. Certain modifications are made in order to account for the observed

degradation of the bridge. The time-variant resistance is modeled by multiply-

ing the initial probabilistic resistance to a deterministic resistance degradation

function.

R(t) = R0 · gdeg(t) (7.7)

Where, R(t) is the time-variant resistance. R0 is the initial resistance. g(t) is

the resistance degradation function.

gdeg(t) = 1− k1t+ k2t
2 (7.8)

Where, t = elapsed time in years.

For reinforced concrete bridge beams subjected to corrosion of steel reinforce-

ment the table 7.8 given values are suggested by Enright and Frangopol [28].

The corrosion for the reinfocement does not take place from day one. The car-

bonatization front must reach the reinforcement before it is possible for the re-

inforcement to corrode. In table 7.8, Ti is the corrosion initiation time. k1 and

k2 is the degradation constants. E[gdeg(t)] are the expected value of g(t).

Table 7.8: [28] Degradation rate variables.

Degradation rate
E(Ti)

[yr]
E(k1) E(k2) E[gdeg(75)]

Low 10 0.0005 - 0.9675

Medium 5 0.005 - 0.6500

High 2.5 0.01 0.00005 0.5378

Nondegrading - - - 1.0000
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The bridge is located at a place with a relatively dry and cold climate, and the

corrosion process will be slow. It is assumed that the degradation rate is low. The

cross-section A-A main beam has no visible damages that lead to a reduction of

the capacity. However, it is informed that the maximum measured carbonati-

zation depth is 45 mm [8, 7]. The carbonatization front has reached both the

shear reinforcement and the moment reinforcement. The concrete cover over

the moment reinforcement is 42.5 mm. The depth of the carbonatization can be

found by equation (7.9) [42]. The initial corrosion time is found by equation

(7.11) to be 68 years after the construction was completed, i.e., the corrosion

was initiated in 2010.

Carbonatization depth function:

Cd(t) = K
√
t (7.9)

K is found by solving equation (7.10).

45 = K
√

2018− 1942

K = 5.1618
(7.10)

The initial corrosion time is found by equation (7.11).

Ti =
42.5

5.1618
= 68 year (7.11)

The cross-section A-A degradation is calculated using equation (7.8). The re-

sults are shown in table 7.9.
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Table 7.9: Cross-section A-A degradation.

Year 2019 2023 2033 2043 2053 2063

gdeg(t) 0.9955 0.9935 0.9885 0.9835 0.9785 0.9735

The carbonatization front has not reached the reinforcement of the arch [8]. The

average carbonatization depth is 23 mm. The average concrete cover is 50 mm.

The carbonatization front will not reach the arch reinforcement in many years.

Other damages are observed. The concrete of the arch is poorly compacted

some sections. Spalling of the concrete is observed. It is assumed by the assess-

ment report that the damages reduce the effective cross-section of the arch by

5-6% [7]. The degradation rate suggested by Enright and Frangopol is strictly

speaking only valid for a cross-section subjected to bending. The cross-section

B-B degradation process is modeled as a reduction of the concrete cross-section

A-Area. It is assumed that the degradation was initiated the day the construc-

tion of the bridge was finished, and that the degradation is a linear process. The

degradation rate is assumed to be (0.05/75) 0.00067 per year. The following

assumptions leads to the table 7.10 presented degradation.

Table 7.10: Cross-section B-B degradation.

Year 2019 2023 2033 2043 2053 2063

gdeg(t) 0.9487 0.9460 0.9393 0.9327 0.9260 0.9193

7.4.3 The material model uncertainty

The material model uncertainty (Im) is modeled as a log-normal variable with a

mean value of 1 and the CoV is calculated by equation (7.12).

VIm =
√
V 2
I1

+ V 2
I2

+ V 2
I3

+ 2(ρ1VI1 + ρ2VI2 + ρ3VI3)Vm (7.12)

I1 is a variable that considers the accuracy of the calculation model, I2 accounts
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for the uncertainty of the material properties, and I3 takes into consideration how

certain one can be that the described material actual is used in the construction.

Vm is the coefficient of variation for the material parameter.

Table 7.11: [63] Model uncertainty factors.

Accuracy of the calculation model
Good Normal Poor

VI1 0.04 0.06 0.09

ρ1 -0.3 0.0 0.3

Material property deviation
Small Medium Large

VI2 0.04 0.06 0.09

ρ2 -0.3 0.0 0.3

Material identity
Good Normal Poor

VI3 0.04 0.06 0.09

ρ3 -0.3 0.0 0.3

I1 is recommended to be normal when an acknowledged calculation model

is used. I2 is, in general, assumed to be large for the concrete compression

strength, but it can be reduced when compression tests are used to verify the

concrete compression strength distribution. I2 is, in general, assumed to be

medium for the reinforcement steel yield strength. I3 is recommended to be

normal when the material information comes from project material, etc. orig-

inal drawings. The identity uncertainty can be assumed to be good when the

information comes from as-built documentation and bad if the information is

based on estimates.

The concrete compression strength distribution is predicated based on concrete
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compression tests, and the statistical uncertainty is considered. The geometrical

information comes from original drawings. The concrete cover is also measured

[8]. The measurement results are consistent with the information provided by

the drawings. It is chosen to use a CoV of (
√

3(0.06)2 = 0.104) both for the

concrete compression strength and reinforcement yield strength.
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7.5 Summary of the probabilistic properties

Table 7.12: Summary of probabilistic properties.

Variable Abbreviation Distribution Mean [MPa] Std./CoV
Material:

Concrete

compression strength
fc ca. Log-Normal 17,37 [Mpa] 0,3

Steel

yield strength
fy Log-Normal 293 [Mpa] 25 [MPa]

Material model uncertainty:
Concrete strength Ic Log-Normal 1 0,1039

Steel strength Iy Log-Normal 1 0,1039

Loads:
Truck load W [ton] Normal w [ton] 4/2,5 [ton]

Dynamic addon St Normal 41,5/(9,81·w) 41,5/(9,81·w)

Dynamic

amplification factor

Kt =

(1 + St)
- - -

Concrete weight Gp Normal 25 [kN/m3] 0,05

Quasi permanent

load
Gqp Normal variable 0,10

Eccentricity Sv12 ECC Normal 0 0,5 [m]

Eccentricity Bk10 ECC Deterministic - - [m]

Load model uncertainty:
Traffic load It Normal 1 0,20

Self weight Ig Normal 0 0,05

7.6 Assessment of the Cross-section A-A capacity

The assessment of the cross-section A-A capacity is a a calculation of the span

moment. The assessment is carried out on half the bridge beam as a single T-

beam assessment. The geometry is simplified. The edge beam is neglected. The
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height of the flange varies between 210 mm and 250 mm. The calculation is

performed with a 230 mm constant height. The geometry of the cross-section

without the edge beam is shown in figure 7.21.

Figure 7.21: Cross-section A-A [mm].

The limit state function for cross-section A-A is given on the simplest form by

equation (7.13).

The limit state function is given by:

MR −MS ≤ 0 (7.13)

Where, MR is the moment resistance. MS is the moments caused by the loads.

MS consist of one traffic load part (MS,TL) and one self-weight part (MS,G).

MS = MS,TL +MS,G (7.14)

Effective width

The stress distributes differently over the width of the flange. An effective flange

width is calculated to adjust for the stress distribution. The effective width of

the cross-section is calculated using the EC2, 5.3.2.1 [13] rules. The effective

cross-section is shown in figure 7.22.
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[13] EC2, 5.3.2.1:

beff =
∑

beff,i + bw ≤ b (7.15)

beff,i = 0.2bi + 0.1l0 ≤ 0.2l0 (7.16)

and,

beff,i ≤ bi (7.17)

l0 = 0.7l1 (7.18)

Where, l1 = 8.067 m, is the beam span.

Figure 7.22: Effective cross-section A-A [mm].

7.6.1 Resistance (MR)

Relation between internal stresses and moment resistance

Together with the roads administration, it was decided that the assumptions

made in the Eurocode 2 [13] should be used, although paragraph 3.2.2(3) states

that the code only is valid for reinforcement with a yield limit between 400-600

MPa.
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The following is assumed:

• Full bond between the reinforcement and the concrete.

• Plane strain sections remain plane (Navier’s hypothesis).

• A bi-linear stress-strain relationship ([13] EC2 3.1.7(2)).

• The concrete has no tension capacity.

The assumptions lead to the following general relation between stress and strain.

Figure 7.23 shows a cross-section with both tension- and compression reinforce-

ment and the relation between stress and strain. The maximal permitted concrete

strain on the upper edge of the compression zone is εcu3 = 3.5 · 10−3 ([13] EC2

table 3.1). The concrete compression zone is idealized to have a rectangular

form with a length equal to 0.8 times the real triangle formed compression zone

([13] EC2 3.1.7(3)).

Figure 7.23: [49] Relation between strain and moment.

Moment resistance

For a general concrete cross-section exposed to a pure moment, there are two

failure modes. The first failure mode is reinforcement yield failure. The second

mode is the concrete compression strength failure. The compression flange of

the cross-section is wide compared to the amount of tensile reinforcement and

the yield strength of the tensile reinforcement. The cross-section A-A also has

some compression reinforcement. The probability of a concrete compression
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failure is negligibly small compared to the yield failure mode. The moment re-

sistance given a yield failure is expressed by equation (7.19). The reinforcement

strain is big before the ultimate strain of the concrete is reached. The compres-

sion flange is only partly utilized. Figure 7.24 shows to the right a partly utilized

flange. The size of the compression zone depends on the concrete compression

strength. The compression reinforcement is neglected. To the left, one can see

the force couple and a moment arm. In the calculations, the moment arm is

restricted not to be smaller than 735 mm. Then the compression flange is fully

utilized and counted as a failure.

Figure 7.24: The limit state cross-section A-A [mm].

The moment resistance in the mid span is given by:

MR = g(t)IyfyAs(d− 0.5
IyfyAs
Icfcbeff

) (7.19)

Where d is the distance from the top of the beam to the center of the tensile

reinforcement.

7.6.2 Stresses (MS)

Traffic load (MS,TL)

The traffic load extreme value distribution is generated using Monte Carlo tech-

niques. As shown by equation (6.1), one must in principle consider both the

load action from meeting events and the load action from one lane traffic only.

The number of vehicles that passes the bridge in one lane is very big in the pe-
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riod until 2023. It is very computationally demanding to simulate all the traffic.

The meeting events can be calculated directly. The one lane only traffic must

be extrapolated. Only the tipper trucks are considered for the extrapolation. It

seems like the tipper trucks are dominant both for cross-section A-A and B-B.

The tipper truck has the biggest standard deviation and the ratio between the

load effect caused by the truck and the weight of the vehicle is bigger for the

tipper truck than the two other trucks.

For the special transport traffic both meetings with ordinary traffic and special

transport in one lane only are considered.

The load effect from the meeting events is the sum of the load effect from lane

one and the load effect form lane two. The combined load effect from one

meeting event is calculated with equation (7.29). All the random variables in

the equation is independent from each other.

MTL,12 = MTL,1 +MTL,2 (7.20)

Where, MTL,12 is the moment in the controlled cross-section caused by one

meeting event. MTL,1 is the moment caused by the load in driving lane 1. MTL,2

is the moment caused by the load in driving lane 2.

MTL,12 = Dtran,1 ·
M1,k

Wt1,k

· It ·W1 · (1 + St,1)

+Dtran,2 ·
M2,k

Wt2,k

· It ·W2 · (1 + St,2)

(7.21)

Where, Dtran,1 and Dtran,2 is the ratio of the load from lane 1 and lane 2 that

transfers to the controlled cross-section. M1,k andM2,k characteristic traffic load

moment from the vehicle in driving lane 1 and 2 respectively. Wt1,k and Wt2,k

is the characteristic weight of the vehicle in lane 1 and lane 2 respectively. It is

the traffic model uncertainty. W1 and W2 is the vehicle weight distribution. St,1
and St,2 is the dynamic amplification.
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In section 6.3.3, it was assumed that tipper trucks contributes to 25 %. The semi-

trailers contributes to 50 %. B-trains contributes to 25 % of the relevant meeting

events. The vehicle order in each lane is random, which makes it possible for

all types of vehicles to meet.

The final load distribution is generated numerically by equation (7.22). It is very

important to notice that the extreme value distribution describes the probability

that most extreme event during a complete year will not exceed a certain value.

Numerical generation of the traffic load extreme value distribution:

MTL,max = max(MTL) (7.22)

Where,MTL is a m× n-matrix. m is the number of single/meeting events, and

n is the number of random realizations. The extreme value distributionMTL,max

is found by the maximum of each column ofMTL.

The 2020 one lane only traffic is used as the basis for the extrapolation. The

2020 one lane only traffic is generated by using the same technique as de-

scribed above. The maximum likelihood method is used to fit a Gumbel dis-

tribution to the generated data. The distribution is extrapolated using the prop-

erties of the Gumbel distribution given by equation (7.23). The mean for one

reference period depends on n, which is the number in which another refer-

ence period repeats. For instance, the heavy vehicle traffic amount in 2020 is

n = 1336/75 = 17.81 times the traffic amount in 2023. The standard deviation

of the distribution is independent from the considered reference period. The

same method was used when making the Eurocode traffic load model [30].
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µXmax
nT

= µXmax
T

+

√
6

π
σXmax

T
ln (n)

σXmax
nT

= σXmax
T

= constant
(7.23)

Self weight (MS,G)

The properties of the self-weight load is described in section 7.2.1. The self-

weight load effect distribution is calculated by equation (7.24) and 7.25.

Gsw = Gp +Gqp (7.24)

Where, Gp is the permanent part of the self-weight. Gqp is the quasi-permanent

part of the self-weight.

MG =
MG,k

Gsw,k

·Gsw + Ig (7.25)

Where,MG,k is the characteristic self-weight moment. Gsw,k is the characteristic

self weight. Gsw is the self-weight distribution. Ig is the self-weight model

uncertainty.

7.7 Assessment of the cross-section B-B capacity

The assessment of cross-section B-B is a different kind of problem compared

with cross-section A-A. The cross-section B-B is subjected to both a moment

and a normal compression force. The compression capacity and the tensile ca-

pacity of concrete are not equal. Superposition of normal forces and moments

does not work. A M-N interaction diagram must be made. The geometrical

properties of the cross-section B-B is shown in figure 7.25.
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Figure 7.25: Cross-section B-B [mm].

The cross-section A-A assumptions given in section 7.6.1 are applied also to

cross-section B-B. The arch is curved. The stress distribution over the cross-

section due to bending is strictly speaking not linear. This effect is neglected.

The stress distribution is assumed to be linear over the cross-section. In addition,

the concrete strain shall on average not be bigger than εc3 = 1.75 · 10−3 ([13]

EC2, table 3.1 and 6.1(6)). The Young’s modulus of the reinforcement steel is

Es = 200000 MPa. The steel yields when εs = fy/Es.

M-N interaction diagram

Figure 7.26 makes the basis for the derivation of the M-N interaction diagram.

The figure, shows to the left that both a normal force and a monument are ap-

plied to the cross-section. The strain state of the cross-section is expressed as

a function of x, which is the variable. The cross-section must be in equilib-

rium for every chose of x. In the middle of figure 7.26, the x is bigger than the

height of the cross-section. The strain at the center of the cross-section is kept at

εc3 = 1.75 · 10−3. The average strain requirement is satisfied for every chose of

x. To the right in figure 7.26, the x is smaller than the height of the cross-section.

The strain at the top of the cross-section is locked at εcu3 = 3.5 ·10−3. The max-

imal strain requirement presented in section 7.6.1 is satisfied for every chose of
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x. The mathematical calculations for the M-N interaction diagram are presented

in appendix D. The x is discretized. Only eight values for x are chosen.

The diagram is determined by an equilibrium consideration.

Figure 7.26: [49] M-N diagram derivation.

Limit state function

The M-N interaction diagram defines the limit curve for all allowable combi-

nations of moment and normal force. All combinations on the inside of the

curve are tolerated. All the combinations on the outside of the diagram are fail-

ures. One must figure out whether or not the moment-normal force combination

caused by the load is outside the M-N diagram curve. Figure 7.27 shows an ex-

ample of a M-N diagram. A load data point is placed outside the curve. A line

is drawn from origin through the load data point. The intersection between the

line and the M-N diagram is calculated. The structure fails if the the distance

between origin and the intersection point is shorter than the distance between

origin and the load data point.

The limit state function is given by equation (7.26). It is defined in terms of the

line distances.
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Figure 7.27: Example of a discrete M-N diagram.

Limit state function:

LR − LS ≤ 0 (7.26)

Where LR is the distance of the line between origin and the intersection point.

LS is the distance between the origin and the generated load point.

7.7.1 Resistance

The M-N diagram is a function of the cross-section geometrical properties, the

steel yield strength, the Young’s modulus of the steel and the concrete compres-

sion strength. The geometrical properties and the Young’s modulus are treated

as deterministic values. The geometrical properties is shown in figure 7.25. The

yield strength of the steel and the concrete compression capacity is treated as

probabilistic values. The degradation factor is introduced to the calculations by

reducing the with of the cross-section.
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beff = gdeg(t) · b (7.27)

Where, beff is the effective width. gdeg(t) is the degradation function. b is the

original cross-section width.

7.7.2 Load effect

Traffic load

MTL,12 = MTL,1 +MTL,2 (7.28)

Where, MTL,12 is the moment in the controlled cross-section caused by one

meeting event. MTL,1 is the moment caused by the load in driving lane 1. MTL,2

is the moment caused by the load in driving lane 2.

MTL,12 = Dtran,1 ·M1,k ·
1

Wt1,k

· It ·W1 · (1 + St,1)

+Dtran,2 ·M2,k ·
1

Wt2,k

· It ·W2 · (1 + St,2)
(7.29)

Where, Dtran,1 and Dtran,2 is the ratio of the load from lane 1 and lane 2 that

transfers to the controlled cross-section. M1,k andM2,k characteristic traffic load

moment from the vehicle in driving lane 1 and 2 respectively. Wt1,k and Wt2,k

is the characteristic weight of the vehicle in lane 1 and lane 2 respectively. It is

the traffic model uncertainty. W1 and W2 is the vehicle weight distribution. St,1
and St,2 is the dynamic amplification.

The extreme value distribution for the traffic load is generated in the same way

as shown by equation (7.22). The traffic load is causing both a moment and a

normal force. One can not have an extreme moment without also having a ex-

treme normal force. The moment and the normal force is assumed to be fully
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correlated. The normal force distribution is modeled as a scaling of the moment

extreme value distribution.

NTLmax =
Nk

Mk

·MTL,max (7.30)

Where Nk is the characteristic normal force. Mk is the characteristic moment

given by table 7.7.

Self-weight

The self-weight is also causing both a normal force and a moment in the arch.

One can not have a moment without a normal force. The normal force and

the moment are assumed to be fully correlated. Both the normal force and the

moment are normally distributed. The moment distribution is a scaling of the

normal force distribution. Mean of the distributions is given by 7.7. The CoV is

the same as for cross-section A-A.

NSW = N(282, CoVa−a = 0.067)

MSW =
Mk

Nk

·NSW

(7.31)

Total load effect

The total load effect for the moment and the normal force is calculated by equa-

tion (7.32). The total load effect is the sum of the load effect from the traffic

load and the self-weight.
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Mtot = MTL,max +MSW

Ntot = NTL,max +NSW

(7.32)
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Chapter 8
Results

8.1 Calculation results

This chapter is going to present the result of the analysis. First, the resultants

from the different traffic situations are presented. Then the effect of the different

decision alternatives is presented. At last, the socio-economic considerations

form chapter 5 are revisited.

8.1.1 Cross-section A-A

Table 8.1 and 8.2 show the cross-section A-A results. The calculations are inten-

tionally carried out with the degradation constant (gdeg) fixed at the 2020 level.

The effect of the reduction on the traffic amount becomes visible. Table 8.1

shows that the Sv 12/100 class is the decisive load class with the 2020 traffic

assumptions. The load caused by the ordinary traffic class in one lane only is

just slightly worse. One can see that there is a relatively big gain of requiring

special transport to drive centric over the bridge.

The situation changes with the assumed 2023 traffic. The ordinary transport

class becomes decisive. The load effect form one lane only traffic is worse than
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Table 8.1: Cross-section A-A, 2020 traffic situation results.

Load type EC definition:
Characteristic load [kN] β-index pf

Bk10/60 -
Meeting events 752.9 3.09 1.0 ·10−3

Bk10/60 -
One lane only 847.1 2.43 7.5 ·10−3

Sv12/100 - 2.38 8.7 ·10−3

Sv12/100 -
Centric - 3.43 2.9 ·10−4

the meeting event traffic in table 8.1. The meeting events are left out in table

8.2. It is not decisive.

Table 8.2: Cross-section A-A, 2023 traffic situation results.

Load type EC definition:
Characteristic load [kN] β-index pf

Bk10/60 –
One lane only 753.8 3.03 1.2 ·10−3

Sv12/100 - 3.10 9.6 ·10−4

The characteristic values from the Eurocode load standard are used as a bench-

mark to control that the generated load effect is trustworthy. The 99.9%-fractile

of the distribution. This definition is used for the generated data. Three Eu-

rocode values are included. The first value in table 8.3 does not include the

adjustment factor from the national annex. The second value includes the ad-

justment factor from the national annex. The adjustments factor suggested by

the Eurocode background documents for normal heavy traffic [21] is used for

the calculation of the third value. If one compares the characteristic values in

table 8.1, and 8.2 to the Eurocode values, one can see that the characteristic val-

ues from the generated data are some smaller than the two first values. The third

Eurocode value is found in the middle of the generated traffic data for 2020 and
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Table 8.3: Cross-section A-A, comparison of characteristic values of different load
standards.

Load type Characteristic load [kN]
Eurocode 935.8
Eurocode N.A. 877.9
Eurocode NHT.(1) 806.1
The Norwegian R412 load model 374.7

(1) With the use of adjustment factors for normal heavy transport from [21].

2023.

Only the characteristic values for the Bk 10/60 class are given because the Eu-

rocode 1-2 load model 1 only considers ordinary traffic. Special vehicles are

treated separately (See: Eurocode 1-2 annex A [11]). The number of vehicles is

very different. Hence, the probability distributions are also different. It would

have been misleading to compare the Sv 12/100 characteristic value with the

others.

The characteristic value given by the Norwegian Public Road administration

load model is unknown. Still, much points to that the characteristic value is

based on the legal maximum with and an average dynamic amplification fac-

tor. The Norwegian Public Road Administration HB R412 load model has a

characteristic load that is smaller than half the value of the other load models.

8.1.2 Cross-section B-B

The Sv 12/100 transport class is decisive both for the 2020 and the 2023 traffic

situation. The ordinary one lane only traffic is worse than the ordinary meeting

traffic. One can see that the gain from driving centric over the bridge is huge.

The number of simulations was 10−7, and none of them was a failure. No exact

probability of failure was found, but it is less than 10−7.

The meeting events and the special traffic that drives centric over the bridge is

left out from the 2023 calculations, since they are not decisive.
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Table 8.4: Cross-section B-B, 2020 traffic situation.

Load type EC definition:
Characteristic load [kN]

β-index pf

Bk10/60 –
Meeting events 1808.2 3.85 5.9 ·10−5

Bk10/60 –
One lane only 1911.8 3.56 1.9 · 10−4

Sv12/100 - 2.84 2.3 ·10−3

Sv12/100 - - - < 10−7

Centric

Table 8.5: Cross-section B-B, 2023 traffic situation.

Load type EC definition:
Characteristic load [kN] β-index pf

Bk10/60 –
One lane only 1669.8 4.34 7.2 ·10−6

Sv12/100 - 3.60 1.6 ·10−4

8.2 Effect of the different decision alternatives

The β-index is smaller for cross-section A-A than for cross-section B-B. The

cross-section A-A calculations are less time-consuming and easier to handle

than the cross-section B-B calculations. A-A is considered to be decisive, and

the cross-section is more suitable for studying the effects of the different deci-

sion alternatives. In the following section, only cross-section A-A is considered.

8.2.1 A0, Do nothing

The initiation of the length reinforcement corrosion was calculated to be in the

year 2010. The moment capacity has been falling since then. In the period

between 2010 and 2023, the SV12/100 traffic is used. The new road is planned

to be finished in 2023. The traffic amount is expected to decrease, and the one-

lane only ordinary traffic becomes decisive. The change in the traffic amount
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causes the jump in figure 8.1. The degradation is expected to continue until the

end of the period of analysis.

Figure 8.1: The effect of doing nothing.

8.2.2 A3, Strengthening the bridge

There are 5 reinforcement bars in the bottom row of the cross-section. The

effect of strengthening the bridge is studied by adding reinforcement bars to the

bottom row. This can, in reality, be done by bolting an equivalent steel plates

or CRFP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer) plates to the underside of the bridge

beams. One can see from figure 8.2 that one only need 5 extra reinforcement

bars of the same bad quality steel to bring the β-index well above 5. The 2020

special transport traffic situation is used for the calculations.
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Figure 8.2: The effect of strengthening the bridge.

8.2.3 A1, Weight restriction

The bridge class is for this alternative reduced from Bk10/60 to Bk8/32. The

total weight of the tipper truck is reduced from 32 tons to 24 tons. The triple

axle system load is reduced from 24 tons to 16 tons [41]. The weight restriction

alternative is because of the economic considerations in chapter 5 not consid-

ered as an alternative before 2023. The x-axis in figure 8.3 starts in 2023. The

degradation process is expected to continue. The curve is falling off towards

2063.

8.2.4 A2, Light regulation

Figure 8.4 shows the result of introducing light regulation. The same probability

distribution as for the special transport that was required to drive centric over

the bridge is used to describe the transverse position for the vehicles. It means

that there are not installed any extra barricades. The choice was found to be
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Figure 8.3: The effect of weight restriction.

uneconomical in chapter 5 and is considered to be an option only after 2023. The

one way only ordinary traffic with the 2023 intensity is used for the calculations.

Figure 8.4: The effect of light regulation.
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8.2.5 Considerations regarding cross-section B-B

A few results are also made for cross-section B-B. They are made to show in-

sensitivity for concrete degradation and to show the sensitivity of the modeling

of the arch.

Degradation

The degradation coefficient that is expected degradation of 2063 is applied to-

gether with the 2023 special traffic load. By comparing the results from table

8.5, one can see that the β-index only falls off by 0.02, which is a small number.

Table 8.6: Cross-section B-B, 2023 traffic situation, 2063 degradation.

Load type EC definition:
Characteristic load [kN] β-index pf

Sv12/100 - 3.58 1.7 ·10−4

All the failures happen in the bottom part of the MN-diagram. Therefore, the

degradation of the concrete is of such small importance. The steel yields this

part of the diagram. Hence, the capacity of the steel will be of much greater

significance than the concrete compression strength. The concrete compression

strength is of greater importance for the upper part of the diagram. In figure

8.5, all the load realizations are plotted. The diagram is plotted with a concrete

compression strength of 10 MPa and a steel yield strength of 293 MPa. The

diagram is just one realization and is made for illustrative reasons. One can see

that the load realizations are in the bottom part of the diagram. That will be the

case independent of the choice of the steel yield strength.

On the sensitivity of the arch

The arch is particularly sensitive. Only small deviations in the way the self-

weight was added to the arch change the moment distribution over the arch
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Figure 8.5: A NM-diagram plotted against the load effect realizations.

completely. Table 8.7 shows how a changing moment affects the probability of

failure. The special transport load of 2019 is used. A moment of 282 was used

for the analysis. The number seemed to be mildly conservative (at least when

creep is neglected).

Table 8.7: Arch sensitivity.

Moment [kNm] β-index pf
300 2.76 2.9 · 10−3

282 2.84 2.3 · 10−3

87 3.68 1.2 · 10−4

20 3.92 1.4 · 10−5

0 4.03 2.8 · 10−5
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8.3 Revisiting the economic considerations

In this section, the economic considerations are revisited. It was established in

chapter 5 that the alternative A1, weight reduction, A2, Traffic light regulation,

and A5, Close down the bridge are bad economic decisions. They are not a part

of the further considerations. The costs in table 8.8 is transferred from table 5.1.

For alternative A3, the socio-economic cost of night work is much smaller than

the cost of closing the bridge completely. The night cost is used. As one can

see, the do-nothing alternative is considered to be the least costly alternative in

the period between 2020 and 2023.

Table 8.8: Costs between 2020 and 2023.

Alternative: A0, A3, A4,
Cost [mill.NOK] Do noting Strengthening Interim bridge
Cc 0 20 42
Cse 0 11 0
Cf · pf 4.5 0.001 0.001
CET,2023 4.5 31 42

The values in table 8.9 are the costs between 2023 and 2060. It is assumed that it

is unnecessary to do something with the bridge in this period if it is strengthened

in the first period. It is also assumed that the interim bridge must be taken down

after 2023 and that the Stavå bridge must be strengthened in the next period if

alternative A4 is chosen. At the bottom row, the costs of the first period are

added to the costs from the second period.
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Table 8.9: Costs between 2023 and 2060.

Alternative: A0, A3, A4,
Cost [mill.NOK] Do noting Strengthening Interim bridge
Cc 0 0 20

Cse 0 0 0

Cf · pf 4.8 0.003 0.003

CET,2060 4.8 0.003 0.003

CET,tot 9.3 31 62

8.3.1 Socio-economic acceptance criteria based on optimiza-
tion

The socio-economic risk criteria are plotted in figure 8.6. On the horizontal

are one low (10 mill.NOK) and one high (60 mill.NOK) estimate for the cost

of construction of the safety measure. The graphs are the discounted expected

cost of failure plotted as a function of the β-index. They are based on three

different estimates for the cost of failure. The first (in blue), is the initially

calculated cost. The second (in orange) is 5 times the initially computed cost.

The third (in yellow) is 210 times the initial cost. They are made to show how

the cost calculations effects the solution. According to the socio-economic risk

acceptance criteria, one shall accept the risk if the expected cost of failure is

smaller than the cost of construction. I.e., when the expected cost of failure is

underneath the horizontal line.

The cost of failure is as a simplification kept the same throughout the entire

period of analysis 3.
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Figure 8.6: Socio-economic risk acceptance criteria based on optimisation.
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Chapter 9
Discussion

9.1 Discussion

Any analysis is not better than the underlying assumptions. That is also a chal-

lenge in this master thesis, both regarding the socio-economic considerations

and the structural analysis. Some of the most critical assumptions are discussed

in this chapter.

9.1.1 The socio-economics

The socio-economic analysis was carried out with a simplified traffic model.

The time cost could have been underestimated. It was assumed that it takes 60

days to build an interim bridge and re-open the road. This number is uncertain.

The costs double if the time to re-opening doubles. The Public Roads Admin-

istration has only one lane interim bridges in stock that can span over the river

valley. The time cost related to the reduced traffic flow until a new permanent

solution is not considered. Neither is the extra tear and wear on the loads that

must handle the detouring traffic. Some of the roads are not built to handle

heavy traffic volumes. One must expect emergency service costs, investigation
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costs, and possible lawsuit costs if the bridge collapses. All these costs add up

and 5 times accedes of the initially calculated cost does not look completely im-

possible (without having made an attempt to quantify these effects).

The socio-economic analysis was carried out with a simplified traffic model.

The studies could have been carried out with a more accurate traffic model. The

cost of detouring is only based on simple considerations. The calculations had

been more accurate if a proper traffic model had been established with the use

of the program EFFEKT. The calculations had been 100% according to the Nor-

wegian official calculation method. The results had then been fully comparable

to other cost-benefit analysis results.

9.1.2 The load

The extreme value distribution is deducted from an underlying distribution,

which is put together by a static load distribution and a dynamic amplification

distribution. Both the static load and the dynamic amplification distribution are

assumed to be normally distributed. Extreme value predictions are particularly

sensitive to false assumptions. Three main problems must be addressed : (i) The

dynamic amplification factor is a part of the extreme value expression. (ii) It is

not trivial that the underlying distributions are normal. (iii) The extrapolation of

the extreme value distribution do not converge.

(i) The dynamic amplification factor of the traffic load can be broken down into

two main categories: properties that relate to the bridge and properties that relate

to the vehicle dynamics. Road bumps and potholes belong to the first category.

They do not change too much from vehicle to vehicle. A smooth road provokes

less dynamic amplification than a bumpy road. If the bump or pothole gets too

big, road maintenance work is implemented out of road safety reasons.It can
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be argued that not all the dynamic effects shall be a part of the extreme value

distribution.

(ii) The normal distribution implies that the driver is uninformed. He must not

know or react to any signs that indicate that his truck is hugely overloaded. The

assumption may be unrealistic because to provoke the extreme loads, one needs

both to (a) have an overloaded truck and (b) the suspension can not work cor-

rectly. (a) The engine begins to struggle as the truck gets heavier. It gets harder

and harder to keep the speed uphill. The vehicle can not be extremely heavy

without being fully loaded. One is impossible not to notice that the truck is fully

loaded. (b) The suspension must more or less be broken, which effects dramati-

cally affects the driving comfort. The more extreme the situation is, the easier it

becomes for the driver to notice that something is wrong.

(iii) The extreme value distribution does not converge. As one can see from

equation (7.23), the mean value of the distribution never converges. The mean

value is proportional to the natural logarithm of the number of trucks. The ex-

treme load value goes towards infinity as the number of vehicles that drives over

the bridge goes towards infinity. However, the growth is slow.

Mathematically expressed:

lim
n→∞

µXmax
nT
∝ lim

n→∞
ln (n) =∞ (9.1)

The extreme value distribution does not have an upper limit; the weight of trucks

has. The truck becomes completely fully loaded at some point. One of the truck

divers told that when he was working on a tunnel project, they used to fill the

truck to its maximum. Stones were falling off the truck, as he started to drive.

They measured the weight of the truck. It weighed 42 tons [35]. A further ex-
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ceedance will only be possible if the load is exceptionally dense, e.g., lead or

uranium, or if the truck is specially made to carry more load. Tipper trucks made

for mining operation has an extra high truck bed can have a total weigh more

than 60 tons [33]. Also, the dynamic amplification factor has an upper limit.

The road will be improved if it gets too bumpy. If any upper limit is introduced

to the vehicle weight distribution or the dynamic amplification distribution, the

extreme value distribution will eventually converge towards this limit. In this

regard, one can do better by finding the hazards scenarios, and by defining the

limits both for the total weight and the dynamic amplification factor.

The Eurocode methodology is applied as a basis for the site-specific load model.

It is clear that the loads from the own Stavå bridge specific load model compare

well to the Eurocode loads that use the adjustment factors suggested by the

background documents [21]. One can argue that the Eurocode load model phi-

losophy is not the way to go forward. It does neither take into consideration

human-load interaction, nor the physical limitations of the vehicles. A better

alternative may be to think in hazard scenarios and try to reduce the hazards.

Ludescher has utilized this design philosophy and defined maximal values for

the dynamic amplification factors to use for verification of the load-bearing ca-

pacity of bridges [26]. In the case of the Stavå bridge, an overloaded tipper truck

with leaf suspension that hits bumps that set the bridge in motion is the hazard.

One can easily reduce the risk of the worst-case scenario by ensuring that there

are no bumps. One shall keep the asphalt plain.
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Calculations based on hazard scenario thinking

The specially made tipper truck that can carry a weight of 60 tons is used as

a worst-case hazard scenario. The load on each axle is 15 tons. The dynamic

amplification factor is suggested to be 1.4 for vehicles with a weight of up to 300

kN. The amplification factor falls linearly off until it becomes 1 when the weight

of the vehicles reaches 1500 kN [26]. For the meeting scenario, it is assumed

that the hazard truck meets an ordinary 50-ton semitrailer truck. Everything else

in the analysis is kept the same.

Table 9.1: Calculations based on hazard thinking.

Cross-section: DAF β-index pf

A-A 1.32 3.03 1.2 10−3

A-A 1.4 2.7 3.5 10−3

A-A(meeting) 1.11 3.43 3.0 10−3

It can be argued that this hazard vehicle can be breaking and that it can make a

sharp turn. When the vehicle turns sharply, all the weight is put on the outermost

wheels. These effects are not considered.

Nevertheless, the load Eurocode assumptions work well. The results compare

well the results obtained by the hazard scenario method.

9.1.3 The mechanical modeling

Some points regarding the mechanical model must be emphasized. Namely, (i)

the assumption regarding the steel properties and the (ii) the sensitivity of the

arch modeling.
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(i) The reinforcement steel was assumed to have an elastic-perfect plastic mate-

rial behaviour.I.e., the reinforcement bars do not mobilize any more resistance

after the yield limit is reached. The strain hardening effect is neglected. The

effect of strain hardening can be significant [19]. The ratio between the ultimate

tensile strength and the yield strength is potentially large for the steel used in

the Stavå bridge. On the other side, even more assumptions, and corresponding

uncertainties, must be introduced into the model. One can not take it for granted

that the steel has good yield properties. After all, the bridge was built under the

war in 1942. The high-quality steel was used for something else.

(ii) The sensitivity of the arch was found to be significant. Small changes to

how the self-weight was applied caused large changes the moment distribution

over the arch and, thus, the probability of failure. Not only model deviations can

change the moment distribution. The effect of creep, shrinkage, alkali-silica re-

actions, temperature gradients, changed boundary conditions, and internal den-

sity differences in the concrete can have an impact. The arising moments are

closely related to the shape of the arch. One can always find an optimal form

that leads to zero moments for a corresponding set of forces. The arch is al-

ready built, and there are most likely moments in the arch. The moments can be

counteracted by applying forces at the correct location on the arch. The effects

mentioned above will not necessarily worsen the moment distribution over the

arch.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and further work

10.1 Conclusion

The main aim of this thesis was to find out what to do with the Stavå bridge.

Several decision alternatives have been studied. The decision alternatives have

been assessed under both socio-economic and structural considerations.

It has been emphasized that the assumptions are of significant importance for

the result. Some of the essential assumptions have been discussed. A common

denominator for the assumptions is that they are based on standard assumptions.

Hence, the β-indexes and the probability of failure can be compared to the risk

acceptance criteria proposed in chapter 3. Cross-section A-A is with the used

calculation methods considered to be the most critical cross-section. It has a β-

index of 2.38 for an Sv12/100 special transport class and a β-index of 2.43 for

the Bk10/60 ordinary traffic class. The β-index of cross-section B-B is 2.84 for

the Sv12/100 special transport class and 3.56 for the Bk10/60 ordinary transport

class.

Danish standard for probability-based assessment of bridges recommends a β-
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index of 4.26 for ductile failures with remaining capacity. The Eurocodes are

calibrated with the use of a beta value of 4.7. The low as reasonable possible set

a β-index of 3.72 as an intolerable limit for a member of the public.

The β-index for both the cross-sections and for both the Bk10/60 and the Sv12/100

transport class is to low. Based on the findings, it is recommended to implement

measures to reduce the probability of failure. The socio-economic considera-

tions indicate that to strengthen the already existing bridge is the cheapest alter-

native.

10.2 Further work

An alternative to the conclusion is proceeding to phase 3 from table 3.3. One or

more of the measures can be implemented. The suggested measures for further

assessment are (i) weight in motion (WIM) measurements, (ii) carry out proof

load testing or/and (iii) measure the real geometry. (iv) The socio-economic

analysis can be improved.

(i) The load model in this master thesis is a top-down model. It is derived from

the legal regulations and traffic volume data. WIM is an approach to find the

real bridge specific traffic load effects. Strain sensors are installed on the spe-

cific bridge, and the load effects are measured directly. A. O’Connor and E.

Eichinger have made a framework describing how one can implement WIM

measurements for probabilistic assessment of bridges [38]. WIM measurements

have been used to calibrate specific adjustment factors to the Eurocode traffic

load model that are valid for low traffic short span bridges.

(ii) Proof load testing is an intuitive method to find out if a bridge is safe or not.

The method is to load the bridge with a heavy load and see if the bridge can
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stand the load. Proof load is used to update the estimate of the probability of

failure. The danger of ruining the structure while conducting the test increases

as more and more load is applied. There is a trade-off between the expected

reduction to the probability of and the chance of ruin. One should do an opti-

mization before the test is carried out to find the optimal load. M.H. Faber et al.

provides the theoretical framework for how one can calculate the optimal proof

load and how one can update the probability of failure based on the result from

the proof load test [17].

(iii) The geometry used for the modeling is the geometry from the original con-

struction drawings. The result regarding the probability of failure is sensitive to

how the arch is model. It can be sensible to measure the geometry of the arch,

and use the exact geometry in the structural model.

(iv) The socio-economic calculations could have been better. The traffic flow

model is based on simple considerations. The costs further down the chain

of events could have been included. The cost calculations could have been

more accurate if the program EFFEKT had been used. As mentioned in chap-

ter 5, the cost-benefit analysis program EFFEKT already includes a module for

avalanches. The colleagues in SINTEF seemed to have an interest in finding

new applications for the program EFFEKT [36].
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Appendix A
On the alternatives for the bridge

A.1 The calculations of the weigth reduction cost

The calculations follows the the procedure given in the Norwegian Public Roads

Administrations report number 358 section 13 [3]. The calculation procedure

was made at that time it was of interest to increase the axle load.

AADTt = 1000 trucks/day (A.1)

Axle load Payload
8 21.1

10 28.1

Table A.1: Relation between axle load and payload.
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Axle load Trucks [%]
8 92

10 73

Table A.2: Part of the trucks that technically can utilize the axle load.

Transport type Trucks [%]
Between regions 35

Table A.3: Part of the trucks that do not utilize the total axle load.

Transport type Average trip length [km]
Between regions 120

Table A.4: Average trip length.

The reduction of the traffic work is calculating using equation A.2.

RED = 365 ·AADTt ·
PLafter − PLbefore

PLafter
·TUAL · (1−NUAL) ·TL (A.2)

Where:
RED = Reduction of traffic work [Truck kilometers/year].

AADTt = Annual average daily traffic of trucks.

PLafter = Payload after increasing the payload.

PLbefore = Payload before increasing the payload.

TUAL = Part of the trucks that technically can utilize the axle load.

NUAL = Part of the trucks that do not utilize the total axle load.

TL = Average trip length.

RED = 365 · 1000 · 28.1− 21.1

28.1
· 0.73 · (1− 0.35) · 120 = 5.177 · 106 (A.3)
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The yearly mileage is given by equation A.4 and is given as [1000 km/year].

YM = 34.465 · ln (TL)− 46.314 (A.4)

YM = 34.465 · ln 120− 46.314 = 118.67 (A.5)

Axle load Permitted total weight
8 32

10 44

Table A.5: Relation between axle load and permitted total weight.

The unit price is calculating using equation A.6 and is given as

[NOK/Truck kilometer].

UP = 2.064 · ((768.747 + 3.77 · YM) · 0.8399 + 0.00536 · TW
YM

(A.6)

Where:
TW = Total permitted weigth of the truck.

YM = The yearly mileage of a truck.

UPafter = 22.75 (A.7)

UPbefore = 21.39 (A.8)

The weighted unit price is calculated using equation A.9 and is given as

[NOK/Truck kilometer].

V UP =
UPbefore − (1− PLafter−PLbefore

PLafter
) · UPafter

PLafter−PLbefore

PLafter

(A.9)
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V UP =
21.39− (1− 44−32

44
) · 22.75

44−32
44

= 17.76 (A.10)

The social economic benefit of increasing the permitted axle load from 8 to 10

ton is calculated using equation A.11. The answer is given as [mill NOK/year].

The benefit becomes a cost if one intend to decrease the permitted axle load from

10 to 8 ton. The prices in the report are given with 2013 value. The consumer

price index is used to adjust the prices.

SEB = RED · V UP · PA = 5.177 · 106 · 17.76 · 111

95.9
= 106.4 (A.11)

The discounted cost is calculated with equation A.12 and the answer is given as

[mill. NOK].

DC =

∫ 3.5

0

106.4 · (1.04)−t dt = 348 (A.12)
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Appendix B
On the previous findings

B.1 The concrete compression distribution

B.1.1 The concrete strength

The concrete standard that was valid at the time the construction of the bridge

took place is the NS 227; Rules for execution of works with reinforced con-

crete. NS 227 (§10 table II) [43] defines a B-quality concrete as a concrete

that has a mean compressive strength of 230 kg/cm2 (22.5 MPa) measured

on 20x20x20 cm cubes or 253 kg/cm2 (24.8 MPa) measured on 10x10x10

cm cubes. The concrete compressive strength defined in the Eurocode 2 is the

compressive strength from cylinder specimen tests. The old number has to be

converted. The converting formulas given by NS-EN 1992-1-1 table 3.1 are

used to convert the mean cube strength to the mean cylinder strength, and the

mean cylinder strength to the characteristic cylinder compressive strength. A

B-concrete has a characteristic cylinder compressive strength of 13.5 MPa. This

value is again equal to an in situ compressive strength of 11.5 MPa. Meaning

that core specimen from the bridge has to have a compressive strength equal to
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or greater than 11.5 MPa to satisfy the requirements for a B-quality concrete

(NS-EN 13791 chap.6) [12].

NS 227
middle cube

strength [kg/cm2]

NS-EN 1992-1-1
characteristic

cylinder strength [MPa]

In situ characteristic
cylinder strength [MPa]

253 13.5 11.5

Table B.1: B-quality concrete.

B.1.2 The concrete compression tests

Four concrete cores were in 2006 taken out from the top side of the bridge deck,

and the compression strength was tested[2].

Core 1 2 3 4 Average
Compression strength [MPa] 19.3 15.2 11.7 22.4 17.2

Table B.2: [2] Concrete core test results.

B.1.3 Calculation method

The maximum likelihood method is used to obtain the probability distribution

for the concrete compression strength. The results from the concrete core testing

given in table B.2 are used. The concrete compression strength is assumed to

be log-normal distributed. The number of samples is small, making the statis-

tical uncertainty large. The parameters’ statistical uncertainty is assumed to be

normally distributed. The expected values are obtained from the MLM, and the

standard deviations are obtained from the Fisher information matrix. The Fisher

information includes the possibility that the standard deviation and the mean can

be smaller than zero. The standard deviation is only defined for positive num-

bers, and a mean smaller than zero is impossible from a physical point of view.
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Figure B.1 shows that there is a chance that the standard deviation is less than

zero. To avoid problems, only the part of the PDF greater than 0 is considered.

The remaining part of the PDF is normalized so that the volume under it is equal

to 1.

Figure B.1: The joint PDF of the statistical uncertainty.
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The maximum likelihood function is defined as:

L(µL, σL|x̂1, x̂2, x̂3, x̂4) =
4∏
i=1

fX(x̂i|µL, σL) (B.1)

Sometimes it can be easier to work with the log-likelihood function defined as:

l(µL, σL|x̂) = ln[L(µL, σL|x̂)] =
4∑

n=1

ln[fX(x̂i|µL, σL)] (B.2)

For the log-normal distribution fX(x̂i|µL, σL) is defined as:

fX(x̂i|µL, σL) =
1

(2π)0.5x̂iσL
exp

[
− 1

2

( ln x̂i − µL
σL

)2]
(B.3)

Where µL and σL is the parameters that are going to be optimized by finding the

maximum of the log-likelihood function. The maximum can be found by partial

derivation:

∂l(µL, σL|x̂)

∂µL
= 0 ,

∂l(µL, σL|x̂)

∂σL
= 0 (B.4)

The statistical uncertainty is assumed to be normal distributed. The mean is the

values obtained by the maximum likelihood method and the standard deviation

can be obtained in the covariance matrix (C), which can be find by:

C = H−1 =

−∂2 l(µL,σL|x̂)
∂2µ2L

−∂2l(µL,σL|x̂)
∂µL∂σL

−∂2l(µL,σL|x̂)
∂µL∂σL

−∂2l(µL,σL|x̂)
∂2σ2

L

−1
µL=µ

∗
L, σL=σ

∗
L

(B.5)

Finally the new distribution can be found by integrating the statistical uncer-

tainty:

fX(x) =

∫∫
fX(x|µL, σL)f(µL, σL|(µ∗L, σ∗L)T ,C) dµL dσL (B.6)
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B.1.4 Concrete compression strength distribution

The concrete compression strength distribution is presented in B.2 and B.3. The

distribution has a mean of 17.37 MPa and a CoV of 0.3. To give an impression of

the statistical uncertainty, the distribution both with- and without the statistical

uncertainty is shown. The characteristic concrete strength (fck) is 10.37 MPa.

Figure B.2: The CDF obtained from the concrete cores.
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Figure B.3: The PDF obtained from the concrete cores.

B.2 Historic load models end the Eurocode load

model

B.2.1 The Norwegian Public Road Administration’s traffic
load model

The handbook R412[56] provides a load model where a wheel-, an axle-, a dou-

ble axle-, a triple axle-, a vehicle, and a trailer load have to be considered. The

dynamic effects are included in the load cases. The loads can be placed in any

possible position. Only the load case that gives the greatest load effect is to be

considered. The wheel- and all the axle loads are considered as point loads. The
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distance between the axles is 1.3 meters. For the triple axle the largest point load

can be either in the first-, second- or third position. The vehicle- and the trailer

load are considered as evenly distributed loads. An additional point load is to

be placed within the limits of the evenly distributed load. The loads are placed

on a silhouette of one part of the Stavå bridge bridge deck. The Norwegian load

model distinguish between different road classes. The magnitude of the loads

depends on the bridges classification. The magnitude of the forces given in the

figure are the forces corresponding to the normal trailer load (Bk10/60).

Figure B.4: The value of all the three axle loads [mm].

Figure B.5: The vehicle load.

There can be an evenly distributed load of 6 kN/m behind or/and in front of the

trailer load if this is unfavorable.
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Figure B.6: The trailer load with cars in front and behind [mm].

Figure B.7: The trailer load without cars in front and behind [mm].

B.2.2 1930-1947 Load class 1 traffic load model

The bridge was originally designed to satisfy load class 1 form 1930 [2]. The

load class is given in figure B.8. All the numbers in the figure have to be

multiplied by 1.35 to take care of the dynamic effects (Hand book 239 chap.

2.2.2)[52].
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Figure B.8: [52]. 1930-1947 Load model 1.

B.2.3 The Eurocode 1 traffic load model

The Eurocode load model 1 divides the bridge into noional lanes. How many

lanes a bridge is divided into depends on the width. A six meter bridge is divided

into exactly two lane. In each lane one shall apply one uniformly distributed load
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(UDL) and one tandem system (TS) load, i.e. two axles at a row. The distance

between the axles is 1.2 meter. The load in the first row is bigger than the load

in the second row. Table B.3 gives the magnitude of the forces for each lane.

Figure B.9: EC1-2: Fig. 4.2a [11].

Location
Tandem system TS UDL system
Axle loads Qik (kN) qik (kN/m2)

Lane number 1 300 0.6 · 9 = 5.4

Lane number 2 200 2.5

Table B.3: EC1-2: table 4.2[11]. Axle loads.
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B.3 FORM calculation method
The cross section is a T-beam and the flange is in compression. The limit state

function for the discussed cross section is given as:

g(x) = mmod(fyAs(d− 0.5
fyAs
fcbeff

))− sq − sg (B.7)

mmod is the model uncertainty, fy is the steel strength, As is the reinforcement

area, fc is the concrete compression strength, beff is the effective width of the

flange, d is the distance from the top of the beam to the reinforcement area

center, sq is the traffic load and sg and the self weight.

The limit state function is transformed into the U-space:

g(u) = exp(σMuM + µM) exp(σY uY + µY )AS ...

· (d− 0.5
exp(σY uY + µY )AS
exp(σCuC + µC)beff

) ...

− (bQt−
1

aQ
log(− log(Φ(uQ))))− (σGuG + µG)

(B.8)

The β-index is found by solving eqn. B.9.

β = min
u∈{g(u)=0}

√√√√ 5∑
i=1

u2i (B.9)

u = βα (B.10)

α = β−1u (B.11)
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Appendix C
Force diagrams

C.1 Cross-section A

C.1.1 Dead load

Figure C.1: Dead load moment diagram [kNm].
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C.1.2 Ordinary traffic

Figure C.2: Triple axle group envelope moment diagram [kNm].

C.1.3 Special transport

Control of the calculations
The calculations are controlled to see that the 5 meter distributed load causes a

worse load effect than the 7 meter distributed load described by the Norwegian

Public Road Administration’s load standard.

Figure C.3: 5 meter distributed load envelope moment diagram [kNm].

Figure C.4: 7 meter distributed load envelope moment diagram [kNm].

Modeled as 5 point loads
The load is then modeled as 5 point loads instead of a distributed load. One can

see that 5 point loads causes less load effect than the distributed load.
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Figure C.5: The worst axle number envelope moment diagram [kNm].

Eurocode loads
The loads are calculated according to the Eurocode 1991-2 [11] load model 1,

which is described in appendix B. The same transverse distribution as the one

described in chapter 7 is used.

Figure C.6: The Eurocode load model 1 axle load part [kNm].

Figure C.7 shows the result without the adjustment factor from the Norwegian

national annex.

Figure C.7: The Eurocode load model 1 distributed load part [kNm].

The Norwegian Public Road Administration’s HB R412 load model
The load shown in figure C.8 is caused by the triple axle system described in

appendix B
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Figure C.8: The Norwegian Public Road Administration’s load model [kNm].

C.2 Cross-section B

C.2.1 Dead load

Figure C.9: Dead load moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.10: Dead load normal force diagram [kN].

C.2.2 Ordinary transport

Load case 1:

Figure C.11: Tipper truck moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.12: Tipper truck normal force diagram [kN].

Load case 2:

Figure C.13: Semitrailer truck moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.14: Semitrailer truck normal force diagram [kN].

Load case 3a:

Figure C.15: B-train moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.16: B-train normal force diagram [kN].

Load case 3b:

Figure C.17: B-train with different wheelbase moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.18: B-train with different wheelbase normal force diagram [kN].

The Norwegian Public Road Administrations load model, Bk10/60 load
(load case 4a):

Figure C.19: The Norwegian Standard Bk10/60 moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.20: The Norwegian Standard Bk10/60 normal force diagram [kN].

The Norwegian Public Road Administrations load model, Bk10/50 load,
(load case 4b):

Figure C.21: The Norwegian Standard Bk10/50 moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.22: The Norwegian Standard Bk10/50 normal force diagram [kN].

C.2.3 Bk12/100 special transport (load case 5)

Figure C.23: Bk12/100 special transport moment diagram [kNm].
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Figure C.24: Bk12/100 special transport normal force diagram [kN].
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Appendix D
Cross-section B-B calculation method

MN-diagram derivation

The MN-diagram is derived by equation D.1 to D.9. Figure 7.26 is the basis for

the derivation. The MN-diagram is derived by changing the strain state over the

cross-section. x is chosen as the basic variable. x is the length from the top of

the cross-section to the point where the stress is equal to zero.

Equation D.1 to D.5 considers the situation where x is less than the height.

When x > h:

Equation D.1 is the requirement for the concrete and the steel respectively. The

average concrete strain shall not be bigger than εc3 = 1.75 · 10−3. The second

equation states that the reinforcement strain must be be smaller than the yield

limit.

εc(x) = 0.00175 · x

x− h
2

εs(x) = − fy
Es
≤ εc ·

x− di
x
≤ fy
Es

(D.1)
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Ns,i = As,i · Es · εs,i
Ms,i = Ns,i · ai

(D.2)

Where, di is the distance between the top of the cross-section A-And the rein-

forcement. The subscript i refers to the the different rows of reinforcement. The

moment arm is ai = di − h
2
.

The compression zone is idealized to be rectangular. The effective height of the

compression zone is 0.8x. It must be controlled that the compression zone is not

bigger than the cross-section itself. That is done by equation D.3.

If 0.8x ≥ h:

Nc = fc · b · h

Mc = 0
(D.3)

If 0.8x ≤ h:

Nc = 0.8x · fc · b

Mc = Nc · (0.5h− 0.4x)
(D.4)

The moment and normal force contribution from the concrete and each row of

reinforcement are added together in equation D.5.

N1(x) = Nc +
n∑
i=1

Ns,i

M(x)1 = Mc +
n∑
i=1

Ms,i

(D.5)
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Equation D.6 to D.9 considers the situation when x is smaller than the height of

the cross-section.

When x < h:

εc = 3.5 · 10−3

εs,i = − fy
Es
≤ εc −

εc
x
· di ≤

fy
Es

(D.6)

Ns,i = As,i · Es · εs,i
Ms,i = Ns,i · ai

(D.7)

Where, ai = di − h
2

Nc = fc · b · 0.8x

Mc = Nc · (0.5h− 0.4x)
(D.8)

N2(x) = Nc +
n∑
i=1

Ns,i

M2(x) = Mc +
n∑
i=1

Ms,i

(D.9)

The moment and normal force contribution from the concrete and each row of

reinforcement are added together in equation D.9. The contribution from the

two above described situations is put together to one normal force vector and

one moment vector in equation D.10.
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N = [N1, N2]

M = [M1,M2]
(D.10)

LR derivation

The variable x is discretized into eighth points. M and N in equation D.11

defines the corresponding points in the MN-diagram. A straight line is drawn

between the points.

N = [n1, n2, ....., ni]

M = [m1,m2, .....,mi]
(D.11)

The slope of the line between the points is calculated by equation D.12.

si =
∆N

∆M
=

ni+1 − ni
mi+1 −mi

(D.12)

A linear function is defined for all the lines in the MN-diagram. A function

is also defined for the line that goes trough origin and the generated load data

point.The slope of the line that goes trough origin to the generated normal force

(n0) and moment (m0) load data is n0

m0
. Equation D.14 calculates the intersection

point between MN-diagram line and the load data line. This equation must be

solved for all the lines. i refers to the line number.

Ax = b

x = A−1b
(D.13)
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[
nint,i

mint,i

]
=

[
1 −si
1 − n0i

m0i

]−1 [
−aimi + ni

0

]
(D.14)

In addition, it must be required that the both nint,i and mint,i have a positive

value.

nint,i > 0

mint,i > 0
(D.15)

The length between origin and the intersection point is calculated by equation

D.16.

lint,i =
√

(nint,i)2 + (mint,i)2 (D.16)

The length to each of the intersection points is put in a vector. The shortest of

the lines defines LR.

Lint = [lint,1, lint,2, ...., lint,i] (D.17)

LR = min(Lint) (D.18)
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